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John Gregorio, an auto driver
OF
or the Cadillac service, was
Stabbed in three places Wednes
BATTLE
FEDERAL OFFICERS FROM GALLUP
day night. C. W. Howard is
THAT
CONOITIOXS HERE SUCH
FISCATE MANY GALLONS OF
alleged te have committed the
ML TRIAL IMPOSSIBLE
REPORT OF
son of
KADE INDIAN
11x0 kas. falker ketner
assault which is said to have 're
FIFTY STORE HOUSES TO BE BJS1LT
GRAND JURY SUBMITTED
sulted over an argument followby shell few
359 CENTO EE STATFederal officers Holgate and
ing a gambling game in a soft
- was
ears eefop.e
IONED IT POST SCCJI - OFFICERS
drink place. The wounded man Goodnight have returned from a
POTEO FCMXERY
KAKE TRIP OF INSFECTO TO FORT
France.
was taken to the hospital and is visit to thj White Mountains and
To the Hon. H. Fs Kaynolds
The total subscriptions in this getting along very well. Howard San Carlos Apache reservation
Palmer Ketner received WedJudge of the Second Judicial
Fort Wingate is to be put into
in Arizona where they confiscat use
nesday afternoon the sad news District Court in and for the county amounted to $13,200 and was arrested.
again immediately as an ored a number of tulapai making dnance
of the death of his son Lieut County of McKinley, New Mexi there will be a small sum added
depot and .fifty large
to this soon. The quota for this
Palmer Ketner Jr. on Nov. 2, at co.
outfits and destroyed a large store houses are to be constructWe, the Grand Jurors, duly county was set at $10,000, but
a hospital in France, death reStockmen Get Rates
quantity of this moonshine booze. ed at once. A force of350menand
based
on
the
Red
Cross
and
drives
sworn
from
in
the
a
woirnd
selected,
empaneled
Word has been received from They made 46 cases during this officers will be stationed at the
sulting
head. The news of his death charged at the November, 1918 should have been $7,000.
the Food Administrator that one trip over the reservations.
fort to guard and care for the
was received first by a cablegram Term of .the District Court in the
The Indians caught with the rdnance supplies to be stored
stockmen may have feed shipto James. Ketner, brother of said County, report as follows:
A. T. Hannett, local food ad- ped at half the regular freight outfits for making tulapai on the there.
We begin our deliberation of
Palmer Ketner, in Kansas City,
ministrator, has received notjse rate. This action was taken be- reservations are taken before - Major Gernaux, Major Staton,
with whom Palmer Jr. had made the 19th. day of November, 1918 from Herbert Hoover, national cause of the drought conditions the Indian agents for trial and Major Munoz and
Capt. Stone of
his home for a number of years, and have held two sessions daily 'food administrator, that begin- - in many sections of the country sentence. The officers found in the
quartermaster's
department
The cable was from the nurse until the date of this report, ing with tomorrow and for at and the necessity of shipping in several instances that Apaches and Mr. Shedd and Mr. Bing
off the reservations are ham,
who had been caring" for Lieut. towit the 23rd day of November, least one week, the
construction
people are winter feed. If you are planing living
engineers,
1918. In the course of our inthe liquor in quantities. arrived in Gallup
Ketner.
to
making
cake
buy any cottonseed
requested to make special efforts
Tuesday, and
Lieut Ketner was born in Gal- vestigations we have examined to conserve food as with the end- - or other feed see the County Five arrests were made at Gero-nim- in company with Edward
Hart,
67 witnesses, have found 20 true
and three at Miami. Where visited the
lup and was about twenty-si- x
in the Court
war
Agricultural
an
tnere
agent
is
in
post
Wednesday.
ingoiiae
years of age. He grew up in bills and 9 no bills.
creased demand for food among house and he will give you full the Indians were found off the They went over the reservation
this city and was a graduate of as instructed Dy tne umrt, we the Allies and peoples liberated particulars. Several firms have the reservation making Tulapai and inspected the quarters and
the Gallup schools. A few years have endeavored to ascertain from German and Austrian rule. quoted prices on cake, grain and! they are taken before a justice water supply.
ago he went to Kansas City to whether special statutes to which These friends look to America other feed, and hatf-rat- e
blanks of the peace.
It is reported that a railroad
ml
.1 ii . . i
make his home with his uncle our attention was directed have for food and it must be furnished may be secured from him.
j ne greaier parii oi me luiapai track will be extended to the
James Ketner and to assist him been enforced "In this county. or starvation will follow very
is indue uy me
univn. wne post frqm the main line of the
We are of the opinion that the
wno
woman
in his business.
was
arrest- S.ntaFe. A number of
soon.
The musical given on Monday apacne
army
' When the United States de requirements of these statutes
ed stated to the officers that the
trucks are said to be on the way
at the Methodist church
evening
Edward Hart received a cable
women will continue to'make the to
clared war on Germany Palmer are being complied with in gen
by Mrs. Burke, presenting Miss
Wingate and a large force of
Ketner Jr. enlisted in the Ma eral.
gram Friday afternoon, from his Florine Pinson, her talented pu- liquor as long as they can secure men is expected to arrive soon.
In this connection, however,
Major A. W. Hanson pil, to the public, was well at corn from white men or raise it The store houses to be built
rines, and aftei' a few months
to
we
recommend
is
the
somewhere
in Belgium tended. Miss Pinson
who
themse'ves.
was
in
County
sent
this
country
training
will have great storage capacity
acquitted
to France, He made an excel School Board and to the yarious "that he was safe and sound.' herself in her performance most Despite all the officers can do, and are to be built 500
yards
aiThis is gratifying news to the
lent war record, and by bravery school officials in"
and her teacher and the manufacture of tulapai is apart on the section of the recreditably
all over the rerevations servation selected
gained the commission of second more vigorious enforcement of family also to their friends.'
for their site.
parents have every reason to be spreading
to
laws
the
relative
The
compulsory!
months
several
liquor is very strong and The
ago.
lieutenant,
of her.
of the old post
V
proud
when an Apache is full of it he has been
'About six weeks ago he wroteto education and the collection of'
expected for some time
:
v,.
;
jrequmv
becomes Insaiie and,ore or less and "it will be remembered a few
his father that they were allright poll tax.
"
we recommena further the
charge of having committed dangerous.
then but were going into a big We are of the opinion that the Anathe District
weeks ago Sergeant Ryan, - cus n
inves- that
attorney
The influenza has been very todian of
fight in a fews days, and it was laws relative to unnecessary URW nimnciw conditions per- - an assault while armed. Sam
the post, was instruct
rvn S.inrfnv
lailv pJj
James was indicted in the charge severe among the Apaches and ed
evidently in this battle that he laW
to
get
prices on certain suptainin to.th.e Town ,of
""P of having committed an assault more than 200 died from it
received the wound that resulted forced and recommended to those
up to plies that would be needed for
and especially as
the method with intent to kill. O. L. Telles
charged with the enforcement of
a few days ago.
in his death.
a considerable force of men to
of
and was indicted on a
appropriations
making
larceny charge
Lieut. Ketner came up from the law a more diligent effort to
be stationed there in the near
funds.
LEVIES
BOARD AXXOUSCES
and Bryon Broyles was indicted
the ranks, and had received a prevent violations of the Sabbath handling
"
future.
Respectully submitted this 23rd on a larceny charge.
medal for bravery from General Observance Statute,
be
will
This
city
greatly bene"We recommend to the peace day of November, 191&
In the action of the Town of Official Proceedings Board of fitted
Pershing, as well as his commisthe
of
by
S. Lawrence
The
Gallup vs. John Stalick on the County Commissioners,
sion. Lieut Ketner comes of officers of the county and as well
be
will
Ft
the
Wingate. Gallup
Foreman .. .
levies made and cercharge of having his place of following
fighting stocks from both his those of the town of Gallup that Attests
natural point for the purchase of
were
tified
..
the
to
,
Board,
approv
business open on Sunday, he was
father's and mother's families. they, exercise extreme diligence
Chas. W. Davis
ed and ordered spread on the certain supplies, while a large
to
Of
infraction
found
the
laws
guilty and fined $25.00.
His grandfather Major Ketner,
prevent
Clerk.
Assessment Rolls for the year per cent of the pay of the men
Judgement was given the plain
was a war veteran with an hon- relative to the sale of intoxicat"
will be spent here, adding much
''
v.
In the district court C. W. tiff in the case of Joe Tillion vs. 1918.
His grand ing liquors, and as well the law
orable war record.
to
the business of the town.'
General County purposes 1 Mill
father George wells, a pioneer relative to tne carrying or con- Logan indicted for; burglary on Bon Wang. The plaintiff in the
1 "
P. C. Pinson,, and family left
County Road Emergency
of this countv, was a Civil" war cealed weapons: and ir. this con- two counts pleaded guilty, Antonfcase of Miss Anna Jones vs. Mrs.
"
2
schools
County
yestesday for Miami, Ariz, where
request Usnik, Harry Usnik and Frank Bonita involving real estate .on
veteran with a record for brav- nection we respectfull
"
0
0
Court
fund,
,
they will make their home in the
be' Hunter were indicted for larceny Third street; was given judgeery. Palmer Jr. has maintained the Judge of thia Court that
"
0
0
Wild
animal
future. Mr. Pinson has been
bounty
Anton Usnik and Hunter were ment and damages.,. - The plainthe noble record of his grand- at such time as he may elect
"
0
road
General
v0
manager of the J. C. Penney
not guilty. tiff was given judgement' in the
upon the said officials their tried . and found
"
fathers, and gave his young life
0
0
store, in this city for several
Agricultural agent
'
duty in respect to these statuses. Harry Usnik bad left the country case of L, G, Sbanklin vs. The
in so doing.
"
0
0
school
years a'nd the head of several of
To the County Commissioners and could not be located. In this Lawrence Coal Co., as was the County high
Mr, Ketner received another
Levies
School
the other stores of this company
Special
we recommend that the county "case John Stalick was complain plaintiff in the case Of Seinchem- School Dist. No. 1
in the Southwest,
He will have
message from his brother in
bY thoroughly cleaned and ing witness and alleged that the er vs. Jacobson.'
" 2
"
Kans&S City stating "that,, Pal- jail
the
Miami store
direct
of
charge
A motion for change of venue
suitable Quarters defendants had stolen more than
4
mer Jr. received his death blow painted; that
as manager and will have superworth of lipuor from him, from this cpunty in the case of
"
" " 6
0
from a shell striking his head. be provided for the accommoda $3000
vision of several other of the ,
the
a
of
that
tion
having been stored in the State vs. Dan Pipkin and
liquor
" 7
"
".
He lived a few hours, but never
company's stores in Arizona and
west of town. On Sam James, was filed yesterday
"
"
i s heating plant be installed for a ranch house
"
1
H
8
consciousness.
New Mexico including the Gal- regained
both the jail and court house search warrant part of the liquor by attorneys for. the defendants,
"
"
"
little
a
was
marked
9
by
lup store. He will make fregrave
was alleged to have been found E. A. Martin and B. D. Richanls
" 10
" quent visits to Gallup and will
"
0
white cross , and the American that a sufficient number of steel
The motion sets forth that it
cots tor the accommodation of at the Usnik lumberyard.
" 14
" ; "
$200,00 always be welcomed by the many
flag:
to
be
a
fair
would
on
was
indicted
Carboni
and
Louis
impossible
get
be
that
provided;
"
prisoners
"
0
15
ltsfriends he rnade here. During
When'. the news was spread
.
a janitor service for both jail the charge of assault with intent trial in this, county because of
...
,
Ui.
!J
16
his
liens nc who a
nis regiuence
about town Wednesday of
to kill. He pleaded guilty and khe prejudice aroused against the
and tiourt house be arranged.
"
" 17
"
, $200.00 member of the city council for
death it cast a feeling 'of sorrow
18 defendants by articles published
been brought to our at was sentenced to serve
has
It
Levies
State
one term of office and did exoverhe community as every one tention that vacancies exist in months on each count in the pe- in tne tianns newspapers ana,
,
Mills
Vi
General
State
cellent work on the' board. He
of the older residents of the city
offices of justice of the peace nitentiary. Sentence suspended. through a mass meeting held
the
1
State
road
was also a member of the County
knew Lieut. Ketner and were
and constable in a number of Pablo Diaz indicted tor robbery here shortly after the shooting
"
school
of Defense. J. J. Baker
Council
Wi
Current
fond of the boy.
in the county; and we while armed, pleaded guilty. He affair in which Pat Lucero was War Certificate fund .'OH. " has
precinctB
been named as manager for
Mr. and Mrs. Ketner have the
The motion states
Roy wounded.
recommend that steps be taken later escaped from jail.
"
Vi
Cholera
Eradication
the
local store, vice Mr. Pinson.
Hog
deep sympathy of the community
the filling of such Evans was indicted for burglary, that some of the jurors who Cattle
' "
for
promptly
'
2
son.
in the loss of their eldest
indemnity
'
'
Take a Kodak with you on
an Indian was indict- would hear the case were sign
vacancies.
.
Keyazza,
"
.5
fund
to
sent
Sheep sanitary
Ralph
, A message was
v
your Sunday outing. We loan
From information brought be- ed for. burglary. Louis Usnik, ers ot a resolution adopted at
Town Levies
'
Ketner at Galveston of his
Kodaks free.
v
fore us, 't appears that a sewer indicted on two counts for sell- this meeting.
51-- 2
Mills
Town of Gallup vf
R.
to
successor
J.
Willis,
bond of $1000 issued by the Town ing liquor without a license, forJudge Raynolds heard testi
By the' Board
rrom
of Gallup is in circulation but feited his bond, having left the mony tnis
'
morning
H. Neumann, Chairman Walker Studio.
Supt. S. F. Stacher of Crown that there is no record in the of- country. Omele Begle, a Nava- those who. signed the change of Attest:
A. J.J Crockett left Gallup this
Point was in the city the first of fice of the Town Clerk as to the jo, was indicted for burglary. venue motion and inquired into
week for his ranch near Ramah.
F. W. Meyers,
week on a business and a shop issuance and negotiating of such Refugio Garcia, indicted for the conditions set forth in the
He was confined here two weeks
Clerk
ping trip. The influenza hasM bond. OwTjng to limitted time drawing a deadly weapon, plead- motion. After hearing the testwith an attack of inflenza.
Miss Otillia Myers has gone to
interfered with their school work at our disposal, we' recommend ed guilty and was sentenced to imony he granted the motion
County Agent Taylor returned
as it has in all the government and request "that the District At- serve three months in jail. Dan and ruled that the trials of Pip her home in Colorado. She had
from a two weeks trip
with
a
been
almost
Monday
year
staying
reservatiin
Berna
the
training schools on
torney investigate this matter Pipkin was indicted on the kin and James be held
on. The influenza has been further and take such action as charge of committing an assault lillo county. These cases will her father, Fredi Meyer of the to Kansas and at his home in
LasCruces, N. M.
Square Deal Market.
severe among Nayajos.
in his judgement the case may with intent to kill and also on come to trial in March.
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Its Progress.
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For Gallup And

Judge JflcFie, chairman for
county in the recent United War
Work drive, has received infor
mation,to the effect that this
state ranks sixth highest among
the states of the Union in going
"over the top" in the drive.
This state wins the first and
third rights in naming a hut in
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Handsome Homes
amiaaB
Replace Those De
fVU
molished in the Great

-

Mcra to House ree

different types. There is a natural granite procurable In Hall-famaterial
and a hydro-ston- e
closely resembling this Is being
used, as well as cream-whit- e
stucco and rough textured brick.
In the Gottlngen stree,t area
the houses are grouped around-'
courts, and lawns and playgrounds are part of the general
The architects
development
have considered the devastated
area as an entirety for development purposes, and as the commission backing them has full
power to carry out Its ideas,
the result should be a very
interesting experiment In housing and town planning.

Disaster That Wrecked
Bio Area One Year Aoo

f

of
TEAR ago, on December 8, one-fift-h
the city of Halifax was blasted off the
map by the explosion of the steamer
Arout
Mont Blunc's cargo oP TNT.

2,000 people were killed, between 6,000
and 6,000 were wounded, 30 were made
totally blind, the sight of about 850
people was seriously Impaired, a large
number- of dependents were left un
bared for, and about $35,000,000 worth of property
was wiped out In a few seconds.
A year has passed.
What has been done for
Halifax and what has Halifax done for ItselfT
A
and sympathetic world handed
generous
Halifax
to
$3,000,000
ii Id
In alleviating Its
distress.
The British
government gave
and the Canaaldian government,
ready under vast expense because of the
war,
gave $5,000,000
shortly after the TNT
explosion occurred, and
Inter added $7,000,000
more so that Halifax
would be assured of a
(square deal.
-The sum totals $20,- 500.000 one of the greatest contributions ever
made by a
public to a stricken city.
What has been done, or Is being done, with this
vast sum? Many people who opened their hearts
and their purses to Halifax would like to know,
.and this article is designed to supply the information.
The figures given above tell In part what was
done for Halifax, but what Halifax has done for
Itself Is a far longer story; Although the victim
of a disaster which at once ranked her among
the great trngedy cities of the world Pompeii,
Martinique, Galveston and San Frnndsco Hall-fa- x
staggered to her feet a "few seconds after the
titanic blast had laid wast her streets, destroyed her homes and littered the snow with her
dead, and went to work to fetch order out of
chaos.
"From a spectacular and heroic point of view,''
declared George MacDonald of the Canadian
Tress, "this continent has never produced such a
daring set of civilian heroes as sprang np at the
of duty In those bleak December days tn Halifax. History teems with horrors recent history particularly but no parallel exists for the
(sequence of affliction with which Halifax was
Swift and appalling death from the
deluged.
withering explosion, mad panic at the fear of a
worse disaster from a magazine disruption, horror
' from the fires which greedily devoured the ruins,
torture from the rapidly changing weather conditions which went from blizzard to rain and from
rain to sero conditions In the three days succeed-th- e
day of the catastrophe. Fate seemed to have
ceased Its assaults only when It had exhausted

h i'T'
"4

'(Pi

m

i

j

.

1,

Its repertoire of calamities,
' "Set against this appalling challenge was the
unknown and untried courage of Halifax's citizens. How they battled through the combination
of anguish and misery, almost alone for a week.
Is one of the most insplrftig dramas of history."
started to do, from
So much for
the pen of "one who watched this Homeric battle" as n press correspondent. Chief among the
Thin business men of heroic mold was Robert T.
of Halifax, who had orlucllrelth, an
ganized nn emergency relief station at the city
hall within an hour after the Imo had rammed
We Mont Blanc nnd let loose the devastating explosives pent up In the hold of the latter ship.
Mucllrelth and his loyal associates not only got
tin the Job at once, but stayed there, practically
without rest or sleep for teh days, succoring the
wounded, housing the homeless, feeding the destitute, caring for the dependents, providing fuel
nnd transportation, fighting fire and burying the
. ' "
rte:d.
' '
Every man of force and Initiative and managerial ability went to work without a moment's
delay. The private car of George B. Graham of
the Dominion Atlantic was partly wrecked by
the blast, but General Manager Graham at once
became a leading spirit In the great task of organizing temporary relief and his railroad gave
Invaluable assistance In the crisis.
what-Halifa-

x

"

In a week the emergency shelter committee, directed by W. S, Davidson, chairman, house 6,000
people and a large number were evejTcared for
the very first night. Hospitals were established
nnd 4,000 patients treated In an Incredibly short
ttnio. Two thousand bodies were handled by the

mortuary department.
Tie reconstruction committee, headed by G.
"rill Pearson, a newspaper proprietor, lost no
fine In organizing the work of building temporary
lioiiit's for the homeless to cover tl- period which
tins elnpse before permanent construction could
Mr. I'enrson asked Col. Robert'
Inaugurated.
I
f."v, the man- who built the cantonments for
the Vnacllnn army, to give Halifax the benefit of
Ids cxnerience. and th. colonel went to work at
i nee ."Ith plenty of energy, and without pay. jio
t '" roofs over the heads of thousands of Halifax
When he had struck his stride, the man
I
who liullt Valcurtler camp for the Canadian ex- -

pedltlonary force la record time, was finishing a
four-rooapartment, with bath, every hour. His
apartment houses were much like the cantonment
buildings at the army camps In Canada and the
United States, aid housing accommodations were
soon ready for 5,000 people.
These various forma of temporary relief caused
the expenditure of about $4,000,000, and while
this Imperative task was being performed plans t.
'
were1 formulated for the rebuilding of the devastated area, the settlement of claims and the
care of dependents.
The Canadian government, after receiving full
. . reports of the property losses and the needs of.
Halifax for permanent pensions, rehousing, etc.,
announced that although no legal liability rested:
upon the crown, nevertheless the explosion was
an Incident of the great war which had done
enormous damage to Halifax and Its environs and
'for which Halifax was in no may to blame. Steamers loaded with great cargoes of explosives sought
Halifax harbor to secure convoy across the Atlantic to the seat of war, and In numerous Instances the people of the clty. whose homes had ,
been destroyed did not even know that they were
'
living on the edge of a volcano. In view of the
fact that the French steamship Mont Blancjtffs
"using the harbor In pursuance of the & g)ij .
purpose of the allied nations In carrying on the
war," the Canadian government determined to pay
all legitimate property tosses and establish n pension fund to care for those made dependent by the. disaster. The sum of $5,000,000 had ulready been
appropriated, but an additional sum of $7,000,000
was at once placed at the disposal of the strteken
city and the Halifax relief commission was appointed and given extraordinary powers to expend
'
the money and afford the necessary relief.
Sherman
Rogof
T.
The commission, consisting
ers, K. C, chairman ; Judge , William Bernard
Wallace and Frederick Luther Fowkei with Ralph
P. Bell as secretary, has been hardest work for
months straightening out the tangled affairs of
the devastated district paying claims for damages, erecting new homes and providing permanent pensions for those who were made dependent
The broad powers of the commission were granted
by two orders In council ' and by an act pf the
There were so many
Nova Scotia legislature.
complicated matters to settle that the commissioners were empowered to use their own Judg- ment In settling Individual claims. In awarding
pensions, In expending all the money contributed
with the exception of special sums donated for
certain purposes, and In replannlng and rebuilding the devastated area.
t,
Through the generosity of the Canadian
every Individual who lost his home
valued at not more than $5,000, has already had
or Is having built for him, free of charge, a new "
home better than the one destroyed by the blast.
Claims exceeding $5,000 are being settled by the
commissioners, and over 15,000 claims for house.
hold and personal effects have already been paid.
Five hundred people are receiving permanent pensions and disability allowances.
Halifax ..relief commission, upon, taking
, The
firm of
office, secured the services of a .first-clas- s
architects, and also employed a
adviser, There was splendid chance to put over
scheme, architecturally nnd otha
erwise, that would be a credit to both Halifax and
to- - Canada, and the commission did not overlook
the opportunity confronting It One thousand
homes, not only thoroughly practical, but beautiful, have been planned 'by 'the architects; new
streets and avenues have been laid out In the
devastated area and the. replannlng and rebuilding program Is being carried out with the Idea
of making Halifax more beautiful than ever.
,
Months ago contracts were let for 400 houses .
which were to be completed before winter set In.
This work has been done and the remaining permanent homes needed are also under way. The
new houses are artistic In design, and of many
m
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When the Slocum Tennis club held
a cnrnlval In uiO of war funds everybody began to talk about Blinkers.
What costume would he wear! His
calves were too thin for knee breeches
and his arms too slim for a Viking;
while his small head, scant of hair,
would be lost In an antique helmet
On the greut day, however, Blink-er- s
was first favqrlte.' All the women
crowded round him and voted for him
to have the prize, while William the
Conqueror and Hamlet loafed dismally round alone.

A late arrivul, togged out as a resplendent Roman warrior, asked:
"What's the trouble with you fel
lowst You all look as cheerful as a
wet week 1"
"It's that Blinkers!" came a chorus
of growls. "The little brute came as a
Bargain, marked down to one and
T ft lnmm mm linn If
eleven three, and every blessed girl
In the place is fighting to get neaj
Within tea minute after an applihim "Pearson's Weekly.
cation of Danderlne you can not find a

iwJM,

,,

Keeping. Workers Amused

tingle trace of dandruff or falling nab
and your scalp will not itch, but what
will pleat you most will be after a few
weeks' use, when yon awe new hair, fine
and downy at first yes but really
new hair growing all over the scalp.
A little Danderlne immediately doubles the beauty of your hair. No difference how dull, faded, brittle and
scraggy, just moisten a cloth with Dai
derine and carefully draw It through
your hair, taking one small strand at
time. The effect it amaalng your hall
win be light fluffy and wavy, and have
an appearance of abundance; an incomparable lustre, softness and luxuriance
Get a small bottle of Knowlton's
Danderlne for a few ceota at any drug
store or toilet counter, and prove that
your hair Is aa pretty and soft aa any
that it has been neglected or Injured
that's all yon
by careless treatment
rarely can have beautiful hair and lota
of H If you will Just try
little Da

A GUESS.

The new main boulevards laid
out by the commission are 80
feet wide, and the secondary
streets vary In width from 50 to
60 feet. Fort Needham, a very
Inpicturesque spot of historic
over for
taken
been
baa
terest,,
-'
park purposes by the commlsslon, and throughout the new
development large spaces have
been set apart as places of
amusement and recreation.
The dominion and Imperial
government owned the water
front DroDerty which bore the
brunt of the Mont Blanc exploof this area Is in
sion, and the reconstruction
Part of
charee of governmental departments.Is now the
area
devastated
this sectlonf the
site of a new steel shipyard e1mpl0Ky,?1!I("i
000 men, who are engaged In
This new Industry,
teamshfps of 10.000 tons.
folof vast benefit to Halifax, was established of
because
lowing the disaster, and, no doubt,

the disaster.
overcome
? In view. Sf what she lias suffered and
in the past, Halifax may well lift with pride a
hwid "bloody but unbowed." and say with W. B
'
Henley, the author of "Invictis :"
covers
me,
"Out of the night that
Blnck as., the pit from pole to pole,
I thank whatever gods may be
For my unconquerable soul."

I

"...

was the first 'shut lnT
"Can't say. How about Jonah V,
"Who

"
.

Universal Anatomy.

'

Don't call a man a bonehead
In your angry agitation;
Remember that your own- head'
Has some osseous formation.

" Falling

derine.

Adv.

As It Were.
"The Turtle is anjinsodable critter."
"Lives too much within himself,
speak." Louisville Courier-Journal

.

Off In Live Stock.

Have a Clear Skin.
Make Cotlcnra Soap your every-da- y
toilet soap and assist It now and then
by touches of Cutlcura Ointment to
soften, soothe and heal. For tret
samples address "Cutlcura, Dept X,
Boston." At druggists and by matt.
dr,
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and

Live stock reporters of the bureau of
crop estimates had on their farms 2.1
per cent less cattle, 2.4 per cent more
. "The greatest problem with war workers . If hogs,
and 1,2 per-- cent less, sheep on
Is
keeping them amused," says J. H. Connor, who
1 than on - August 1, J018.
September
In charge; of the welfare wprk at the United
Of the total cattle renorted 51.7 per
"For
W.
Va.
"C"
at
Plant
Nltro,
States; Explosives
Cent were" cows and heifers over' one
unless the-- ' workers are able to find entertainment
year old, 26.2 per cent were steers and OOOD
.,
they "won't work,
and 22.1 were. calves. .,,
OooUdaod aeonMd oa neela Holiday moot.
"At the present time there are 15,000 workmen bulls,
l.Mtaoi. j eniargenMiiw iki suae mm'
number
Is
that
to
Increase
it
'
at Nltro and
planned
8afe.
to 40,000. But despite the high wages It Is diff- '. - "A
homely youngster." " ; .
icult to keep the 15.000 there. Wages are almost
Before the outbreak of the war then
"Palnf ully so., A good fairy pre: Office boys are
For
were 82,000 German waiters In London,
high.
example
unbelievably
,
at hla birth."
sided
12.000 in Paris.
started at $75 a month; stenographers at $150,
"And wished a face ' on' 'him like and
and I have seen the weekly pay envelopes of
thatr
The "Black Death," Which ravage
many carpenters' with more than $100 .Inside.
"Cejtalnly. With his physiognomy China In 1546, Is said to be breaking
that 20 per cent of
However, It Is an actual-fac- t
hit
the
chance
of
isn't
there
slightest
.
. ,
the workmen who, are, tronspprted there at. the ever
out again In Asia..
being' spol'led by 'women' or Inexpense of the government disappear en route
'
motion pictures."
aild' more than 50 per cent of those who arrive do veigled Into
not stay more than two or three days.
NFLUENZA
'.TTou see,. Nltro Is a new town about. twelve
,
NOT NECE88ARY.
sec
nili.es from Charlestown, W. Va. It's In a dry
Do fii FsMur WKea ftghtinf
tlon of the country with absolutely nothing to atsoon
And
as
tract workers except high wages.
Gennan jr
j. .
as the majority of workers save a bank " roll they
"'"
:
By DB. It COOK.
depart for pleasanter and wetter dimes.
'That's why a welfare department has been escool fighter always wins and so
She
tablished at this plant, where a million pounds of
there Is no need to become
powder will, be manufactured dally when everyAvoid fear and crowds. Exthing li In operation. It was found that unless
ercise In tbs fresh air and practice the
the men were amused when they finished their
three C'ss A Clean Uouth, a Clean
work they simply wouldn't ... remain no matter
Skin and Clean Bowels, To carry off
what wages were paid.
the poisons that accumulate within the
"Of course we do all the welfare work that Is
body and to ward off an attack of the
being done in the most modern plants. We have
Influenza bacillus, take a good liver
various kinds of hospitals, free medical attention
and all that sort of thing. We even fill the teeth
regulator to move the bowels. Such a
one Is made np of
of the workmen free of charge. Houses are beleaves of
aloe,, root of, Jalap,, sad is to be had
ing built so, that the workmen may bring their
famlires and there la everything for their creaat any drug store, sad called "Pleasant
ture comforts, but that Isn't enough. The workPurgative Pellets.
men miss the excitement of life In the big cities
If a bad cold develops, ge to bed, wrap
they miss the lights, the rush and that feeling
well, drink freely; of bet lemonade
ap
so
While
swim.'
to.
they
speak,.
of being In the
and
take a hot mustard foot-batwere merely onlookers they, felt that they were
Hive
tbs bedroom warm bat well ventaking part In the day's events. When they get
tilated.
Obtain at the aearest drag
dedissatisfied
soon
and
become
Nltro
t6
they
"You are wanted at the telephone.'
store "Asoric Tablets" to flush the
pressed.
'..:
"But I am so hoarse I can't talk."
kidneys sad control the pains and
"A person who has never worked in a place of
"You won't need to talk; It's yout achear. Take an "Aaarie tablet every
this kind cannot appreciate how essential amusetwo hoars, together with copious druks
ment Is to his well being. But I must say that we wife.'y
of lemonade. If a true ease of lnfls-eathe
to
workers
keep
are doing everything possible
A Q raised Track.
the food should be simple, such as
In
to
New York
happy and contented. I'm here
gossip travels fast,
broths, milk, buttermilk and
recruit a band and arrange for the appearance of
And why?" said Herbert Hale.
but it la Important that food be given
Because the tongues that carry it
Of course the summer
a few musical plays.
on the rail.
Are
regularly la order to keep up patient's
always
we
built
he
have
so
for
not
will
months
depressing,
strength and vitality. After the acute
scores of bath houses on the river near the plant
attack has passed, which Is generally
Simplification.
and hundreds of rowboats nnd canoes have twit
"Charley, dear I" exclaimed young from three to seven days, the system
ordered. It's the dull winter we're most afrulil of.'
Mrs. Torklns, "this government owner- should be bant np by the nee of a gomt
Iron tonic, rach as "Irontle" tablets, to
is a wonderful .Idea, Isn't It I"
ship
QUITE 80.
"Then yon approve of government be obtained at some drag stores, or
that well known blood-makand
Kaiser I say, Max, what does Wilson mean l ownership
course.
It simplifies matters. herbal table made from roots and barkT
"Of
T
us
;
;
.
all this talk he's giving
When the government own every- of forest tries sets everywhere aa Pa
Max He means, All Highest, to say, "If you'll
all the Pierce's Golden Uedfet I Discovery.
it wiU have
thing
come down, we won't shoot"
taxes."

r
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Fame, '
Little lck earns heme with ejutte
an air of Importance the first evening
5f his existence In the new town to
which hit parents had moved.
"The boys la this town must bars
hoard all about me before we came
here," ht boasted.
"But, Dick," tald hit mother, "there's
AMIKICANfA PIVI MILIS OVER
no one in this town that knew us."
MOSELLK
BORDER) CROSI
"That don't make any difference,"
the1 boy persisted. "'Cause when I
PROM LUXIMBURQ.
came down the street this morning a
whole bunch of boys yelled, 'Hello,
Sorrel-top- i'
just the way they used to
U.S. MEM START HOME do at home." Harper's.

imw
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TREVES, PRUSSIA

-
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F0CH- - AND

TIMI FOR

Yfcat Dctcrchos TJeat end

aa they wish.
Some consumers are still led to believe
that the packers can charge as much for
dressed meat as they wish.
This is not true. These prices are fixed by
a law of human nature as old as human
nature itself the law of supply and demand.
When more people want meat than there
to be had, the scramble along the line
meat
is
to get it for them sends prices up. When
there is more meat than there are people who
want it, the scramble all along the line to get
rid of it within a few days, while it is still
fresh, sends prices down.
When prices of meat go up, Swift &
Company not only can pay the producer
more, but has to pay him more,, or some
other packer wOL
Similarly, when prices recede all down the
line Swift & Company cannot continue to pay
the producer the same prices as before, and
still remain in the packing business.
All the packer can do is to keep the expense
of turning stock into meat at a minimum,
so that the consumer can get as much as
possible for his money, and the producer as
much as possible for his
Thanks to its splendid plants, modern
methods, branch houses, car routes, fleet of
refrigerator cars, experience and organization,
Swift & Company is able to pay for live
cattle 90 per cent of what it receives for beef
and to cover expense of
and
as well as its
and
distribution,
production
small
cent
fraction
a
of
profit (a
per pound),
out of the other 10 per cent
live-stoc-

k

received the surrendered airplanes and
materials.
American Headquarters In France,
division
Nov, 27. The Seventy-sixtof the American army, reduced by reofficers
placement drafts to sixty-on- e
and 1,000 men, baa arrived at the port
of St. Nasair and is embarking for
home.
The Twenty-seventdivision, totaling 484 officers and 12,681 men, and
the Thirtieth division, totaling 488 officers and 12,099 men, both of which
operated on the British front, have
been withdrawn from the Le Mana
area and probably will embark In a
few days.
Army
Washington, Wednesday.
transportation officials said Wednesday that the steamers Minnekahda,
Lapland and Orta, which are bringing
home 7,000 American soldiers from
England, probably will arrive at New
York about Deo. 2.
h

h

Paris German delegatea at the
mixed conference at Spa have protested against the rejection of their request that they be granted a delay of
two weeks In evacuating Luxemburg.
Lorraine and tho Saar region. Gen.
Nudant, one of the French conferees,
etated he considered this protest wholly groundless.

live-stoc- k.

Company, U. S.

A

toric

town

on

the

Rhine

Monday

8ECEDB.

Vorwaerts Warns Against
"Murdering Gang.'

Kaiser's

27. As
Nov.
hostility
against Berlin grows, the German
"Separatist" movement is spreading,
tald a dispatch from Copenhagen.
Northwestern Germany now has joined
MlnM Have
South Germany and German-Austri- a
"I tee where a man fell dead while in the movement of secession.
A dispatch from Amsterdam says
waiting In a restaurant to hare his dlo
ner terved."
that the Vorwaerts of Berlin, uttering
"What wat the causer
warning against counter revolts by
"Apoplexy."
followers of the kaiser, said: "That
"Then It waant the price llatr
gang of murderers still is planning to
Birmingham
Itself." .
The Prussian officers continue to
contend they are returning home with
the hope of being eventually able to
about the reinstatement of the
kid::ets bring
aids
former emperor to power.

London,

Wat

forhim-

self.
Smile on wash day. Thatfe whenyou ust
Bed OroM Bag Blue. Clothes whiter than
dow.

AB

groom Act.

No Ixeeptlon.
a great deal to his

That

man owes

wife."
"I'm not surprised.
everybody he knowa."

So ha does

The hair grows much fatter in
than In. cold weather.

to

turn-me- r

RELIEVED WITH

OR NONtt REFUNDED ASK ANY DRUGGIST

Stop Losing Calves
Ton can
t23 Alttrttea'Czt

ofVOUR HERD and

0

mom
leu

The tjrmptomt of kidney and bladder
troubles are often very distressing and
n
condition.
laare the system hi a
The kidneys stem to suffer most, as at
moat every victim eomplaJnt of lama back
and urinary troubles wbieh should not be
neglected, at these danger signals often
lead to
dangerous kidney troubles.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Rowhich, so
many people say, toon heals and strength
ens the kidneys, is a splendid kidney,
liver and bladder msdloiae, and. bains
an herbal compound, hat a gentle heating effect on the Udneya, wbieh it al
most 'immediately notioad in most
oy woes wno aae it.
A trial will convince anyone who may
be in need of it. Better get a bottle from
your nearest drag store, and start treatment at ones.
However, if yon wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co, Bingbamton, N. Y, for a
sample bottle. When writing be tare and
mention this paper, Adv.
run-dow-

ASTHMA
IKSTANTLY

Age-Heral- d.

fbovh

Bee? It Ost

By the as of
DR. DAVID BOBSBTO
"Antt-Atertic- n"

nail Esnensa
Appltod. Sure Rsnhv
Sun Bean for Him.
Used toocMafolfar for M years.
Mother wat having home Sunday
Consult Da. DAVID ROBERTO
school services. A song suitable for
bout all animal ailneota.
fraa nand for
the kindergarten worshiper wat seth
irl
faUJIfor.
op; of "The Cattle Spedellar
lected. Spying Uncle Harry driving np
nation on Akorliaa la Cow fc. DAVID
TIT ERINARY 00. 1M Gftsa Ave. Wssssfea. Whs. the other children at once "cut servMOV

fill

Got

tho Genuine

and Avoid
r4B T

BBJ

aw

.atansaa.
B

ML

A'
an

i

Economy
man Tn Every
Cake
si

Otop letYourooathCoughing
persist, Btop tits

that
hoarse-Mriudoo, sad nmava ttddiac and
by aoothuur the tafiamed throat with
o need

to

ices," bnt Nancy Jane continued her
wavering solo, "Sun bean, ton bean,
Jesus wants me for a son bean. I'll be
a ann bean for him."

Leaves are gathered four times a
year from the tea plant after Its third
'
year.
'

Ttin--

CriNlxteJ lytV.ti,

quickly relieved oy stark
EyeBiBsSy. Mo8soartma
Ai
Inat
(TnmJort.
Tow DrugfUti or by mail 60o per Bottle
i
For Book el Nm Eye free write
vorooan
Ravue eye Hemoey

til

flavors will be sealed in

Lives 200 Years!
For

than

years. Haarlem Oil,
MIV WIUU1W UMtUHl rauvu
UI UU11U1U.
has been recognised as an infallible relief
from all forms of kidney and bladder disorders. Its very-- age ia proof that it must
nave unusual mani.
If you are troubled with pains or aches
in the back, feel tired in the morning,
headaches, indigestion, insomnia, painful
or too frequent passage of urine, irritation
or atone in the bladder, vou will almost
certainly find relief in GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil Capsules. This is the good
old remedy thai haa stood the test for
hundreds of rears, prepared in the proper
ana convenient form to take,
Juantity
direct from Holland - laboratories, and you can get it at any
e
drug store. It is a standard,
home remedy and needa no introduction.
Each capsule contains one dose of five
drops and ia pleasant and easy to take,
They will qulokly relieve those stiffened
joints, that backache, rheumatism, lumbago, sciatica, gall atones, gravel, "brick
dust." etc Your money promptly refunded if they do not relieve you. But be sure
to sec in genuine muiaj bwuau dodo.
In bozaa, tares sites. Adv.
more

ABK8 PROTECTION

FOR COUNTRY

Duchess Appeals to U. 8. to Prevent
Excesses by Hun Troopa.
Washington. The Grand Duchess of
Luxemburg has asked the protection
The request
of the United States.
came in the form of a wireless message to President Wilson, it was
learned at the State Department. The
duchess asks the President to Intervene in behalf of the grand duchy of
Luxemburg to prevent excesses In that
small country by German troops returning home.
The message further requests President Wilson to protect Luxemburg at
the coming peace conference "in line
with teh policy of the United States to
recognise the rights of small nations."
President Wilson has referred the
communication to the supreme war
council at Versailles.
Officers Leave Camp Grant.
Rockford, 111., Nov. 27. Five hunofficers at Camp
dred and twenty-fiv- e
Grant will be honorably dischard
Saturday, Nov. 30, as a step toward demobilization.

Wilson to 8tay Month in Europe.
Washington, Nov. 27. About one
month is the time President Wilson
expects to be in Europe tor the opening of the peace conference and preliminary discussions. No definite limit
has been fixed, but It was said that
the President plans to be back on
American soil within ulx weeks after
his ship sails next week for the other
side. It became known also that the
Italian ambassador, Count dl Cellere,
at well at Ambassador Jusserand 'dl
France and the American peace delegation will croaa with the Pretldent

packages.

pink-en- d

air-tigh-t,
'

200

So look for

OTC1EYS
in the pink sealed
wrapper and take
your choice of flavor. Three kinds
to suit all tastes.

old-tim-

SEALED

RIGHT

TIGHT-KE- PT

Be SURE you get WRIGLEY'S

An Easy Matter.
American and an Irishman were
telling each other wonderful things
which had been done In their respective countries.
"I guess we have the beat Jumpers
in the world," said the American.
"Why, one of our men ran thirty miles
and then Jumped over a
gate."
"Sure, no wonder be did," said the
Irishman. "Look at the run he took."
An

l

3BI

Which

Hereafter aU three WRIGLEY

The Flavor Lasts!
COLT DISTEMftK

n nMu.nl thia lnatnawma dlaaaaa from rnnnlnaT
cure aft the oolts sufferlnv wltn
throush your stable and
begin the treatment No matter how young1,
It when you
BPOHN'S IS sale to use on any coil, xi ia wonoertui now
an aist.mpers. no matter how oolts or horses
It prevents
any am nra "amosed." All food drat;tiats and turf
nt
mnnAm hnuaaa and manufacturers aell SPOHN'S at 60 oenta
and tl.ll n bottle. 15.60 and 111.00 a Soaen.

hali

HUNS IN NORTHWEST

Knlcker All exalted personage
got himself.
Bocker Or else remembered

j

--

through the famous Schirmeek gate.

ItT

One Way of Killing Competitor.
"J want to know if you will give
me a recommendation 7"
"I should aay not I discharged you
for Incompetency."
"Tour competitor tells me, sir, that
if .you will write a letter of recommendation, he will give me a position.
I hope you won't ttand in my way."
"That's different I dont know any
quicker way of crippling his business
than to get him to hire you. Sure I'll
give you a letter."

Straasburg, Alaace. The Frenoh
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
trl color flutters from the citadel of
LOCAL. APPLICATIONS, u the
this ancient fortress city, dating from cannot
reach the aeat of the disease.
the time of the Romans. At the head Catarrh Is a local disease, araatb lnflu- ourauonai eonaitions.
of the French Fourth army and amid
atXOIClNS will ours catarrh.
a furore of enthusiasm on the part of
Internally and aots through
uoous urraces ox ine
AlMarshal
Foch,
King
the populace,
ATARRH MlDICZXB
bert of the Belgians and Generals
of tome of the beet tonics
oombmad wltn some of the oeet
Gouraud and Petain entered the his- EaMWaL
blood Durlnsrs. The nerfect combination

by-produ-

&

f ervloe.

burg.
At Treves the Germans surrendered
a number of airplanes In accordance
with the armistice terms. MaJ. William Thaw of the American air forces

:

Swift

RETRBAT.

Parla, Nov. .7. American troops
have entered Prussia, reaching the
city of Treves. Travel la five miles
Inside the German frontier, lying on
the Moselle river. ' The Americana
reaching that city were advanced
guards of the American army of occupation that pataed through Luxem-

Some stock men still think that Swift ft
Company and other big packers can pay

as little for

HUNt BIO

Western Newspaper Union News

Prices?

Uvc-Sto- ck

WELCOMBD

ALBERT

AT BTRAMBUR&

Announcement:
To help meet the needs of the
government, Wrifiley,o hao
discontinued the use of tin foil
as a wrapping for Mjfel

betas, HHoaa Attacks, ladltestlea,
by ukns May Apple, AJot,
Xdr.
late Ftasssat PelleU (Dr. Fleroe's).Jalap

of the In (radiants la HALL'S CATARRH
IfXuICINB Is wnat produces such wonderful results In catarrhal conditions,
free.
prqgsjtsits no. Teeflmonlale
CoT, Props., Toledo,
F, T. Cheney

a

Mo vyofMlss

"Whet a smooth look the convict
yonder haa."

"Nsturally.

Ho

hat

Just been

Ironed."

laS, V. S.
Pa'e Predicament.

SFOflsT MB niOBsj CO Coobsb.

'

Indefinite Liability,
story about a cltlten whose
daughter Is about to be married, and
who hat been trying to get a line on
what the expense of the rather elaborate ceremony will be. He approached a friend of his, seeking Information.
"Morris," he tald. "your oldest
daughter wu married about live years
ago, wasn't she? Would you mind telling me about how much the wedding
cost your
"Not at all, Bam," wae the answer.
"Altogether, about 15,000 a year.''
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
A

true

r

J

Jlmmle Say, pa, I thought yon toU
me a person has only Ave senses.
Pa So I did, son ; what of ltt
Jlmmle Why, teacher told us thai
tome people have tlx.
Pa Of course, but one of 'em la ttM
...
war tax.
Of the great quantity of silk
dnced by China and Japan,
Is retained for home use.

pre

two-thir-

The cherry, peach and plum ettaS
Important to Mother
Examine carefully every 'bottle of
nated In Persia.
GASTOBJA, that famous old remedy
for Infanta and children, and aee that it
Bean the
Pad Craaa Bast Bhw. Beach
farther than Uquid Una. Get from any
Signature
1
.11.. M.t
'. Adv.
In Use for Over 80 Team.
Children CryfoTFletcher't Oaatoria
The Proof.
"Tnah i" said Dubbs contemptuously.
The Universal shipyard at Houston,
Tex, has a woman oakum spinner "A woman never knowa what she
wantal"
who worka nine hours every day.

11H

7 witncuticura

"That's

Bt Paul, Muul, hat a union of for Dubbs.

workers composed of women.

Don't trifle with a cold
it's dangerous.
You can't afford to risk
Influenza.
Keep always at hand a
box of

true

enough,"

"I wanted

you

said

Mrs.

once, but If Td

known you"
The pause then ensuing wat to chilly
that the mercury In the thermometer
on the wall broke through the glass
and fell to the floor with a dull, sickening splash.

OeW

In tablat
Standard cold rowdy for 10
bnaka up a oold
fata safe. ran. no opiates ysart
relievos
In
3
M
hours
la
day. Money
grip
back If It faUa. The genuine box haa a Red top
with Mr. Hlll'e picture. At All Drue Storm.
W. N.

U-

-

DENVBR, NO.
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"Don't you know I tol' yo not to go
iwhnmln' wld no white trash chlllun,
thr sternly asked Sambo Jobnslng.
"But he wa'n't white before be went
in," replied Sambo's small son. Boys'

book ten hewst,
BM BOMBED MS psiivan
for all roar WjatOTjwjjiw-- - sj
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Life.

There are about 18,000 square miles
of coal fields In the United Kingdom.

You Are Dying By Add
F
yon have neartfaani, Gas, Bloat, and that Full
cfter attn. TAKE UN

5 AT

Kb

03 DC

If FOB VOW STOMACH'S SAKO
Rids you of the Excess Add and Overload And yon will fairly
the GAS driven oat of your body TTIE BLOAT GOES WITO ITj

fl

COMFORT
IT GIVES YOU REAL STOMACH
for
br orDMlatt Baerallr-- If rotir ara'tiaa oeai enppiy ron s w doi or an la
Ml
1SSM
ZuaTae'd na this a2r. with ronr nana and aadreaa and we will send U to job von
naths Kto aita ron get II

u

lTrr.,3-UH7.e:-
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Why They Are Cheerful.
Those aviators all seem to be cheerful fellows."
"Why shouldn't they be? Don't they
all have a chance to see the clouds'
silver llnlngst"
Dark.
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in the columns
Should an erroneous statement be made
correction
of this paper, call our attention to it, and due
will he ma le imd ample justice cheerfully accorded.

In the Pr.bate Caurt within
and for the County of McKinley
and State of New Mexico.
In the matter of the estate of
deceased
. Nick Vrklyan,
Notice
Notice is hereby given that
Max Frkovick of Gallup, County
of McKinley and State of New
Mexico has been duly appointed
administrate- - of the estate of
Nick Vrklyan, deceased.
having claims
AH persons
are requested
estate
said
against
within the
same
the
to present
law.
ibed
by
me srescr

(Signed)

To whom it may concern:
The undersljned having tsan
appointed administrator cf the
estate of Ethel Mangum deceased
on the 8th. day" of July, 1918,
public notice is hereby given that
all persons having claims of ac
counts agairst the said estate
mustpresf nt and file the came
with the under signed, within
the time prescribed .by law; in
order that sa.d c)aims and accounts may be legally'.' adjusted,
or the same will be forever
...
barred.
claims and accounts
Such
oVinrilrl he. made out and verified
by thea.Cdavitof the claimant.
Dated at Gallup; New Mexico
this 7th, day of November, 1918.
'
Kay Mangum

Two Days, Startina

l-c-

nuuy,

Matinee on Tuccday

1
.

,

'

;.

Annie Mihalcic

Administratrix
'
Nov. 30th. inc.,
Administrator
within
(n the Probate Court
inc.
'
Nov. 30th.
ar.f. for

the County of

McKinley

In the Probate Court, f the
and State of New Mexico
of
estate
In the matter of the
County of McKinley, State of
'
deceased
.7ohn A. Gwdo.1,
New Mexico.
state of
the
...
NOTICE
In the matter of
Notice is hereby given that John Golino, deceased,
Notice to Creditors
Rose Uenn Gordon, of Gallup,
"TTT. onA artrmws: the Dretty homes and placid
.
u ..mi.-Notice is hereby given by the
New Mexico, has been duly ap
prencn ymK, v.rej,
See the peaceful rite
-the snrinirtime
of
administratrixof the undersigned,
love .ndl.u.l.ter.TheJo.er.
with
pointed administratrix
lif,.
Ar T
de
Arlnn
estate or jotin a. uuiuun, uc- tbe estate of John Golino,
wunirs cnarKinu
the war-- war
.
7
5n action.
creditors
the
to
oi,
ceased,
gripping in intensity, swift
comprehend,
can
ceased.
hardly
Scenes
imagination
attacks.
gas
claims
love.
(Signed)
All nersens having claims and all persons having
And running through it all the silver thread of a deathless
to
Max Frkovich
ex
said
deceased,
said
the
and
estate
said
against,
Orcherta
against the
Administrator
Special musical setting, interpreted by Symphony
deceased will present the same hibit them with the necessary
time re
War tax additional
Nov 30th inc.
within the time artd manner pre- vouchers'." within the
Matinee .25 .50 and 75 cts. Night .25 .50 .75 and 100
Price.
sameLuisa
to
l
quired by law; the
scribed by law.
In the Probate Court within
at
McKinley
Gallup,
Golino,
.
and for the County of McKinley (Signed)
same
Kose Kenn uoraon .. County. New Mexico, the
State of New Mexico.
transacthe
Administratrix being the place for
In the matter of the estate of
tion of the business of said estate
Dan Wittman, deceased
Dated at Gallup, this 20th day
Notice of Proving Will
Notice
of November 1918.
State of New Mexico
'
Notice is hereby given that
:
Luisa Golino
of McKinley
County
of
Gallup,
Dominick Rollie,
Administratrix of said estate
SS.
and State
County of McKinley
In the Probate Court
of New Mexico, has been apTn the matter of the will of
the
of
There are just three people who
pointed administrator
deceased
Laffin,
Charles
J.
deceased
nan
Wittmann.
f
know how and why D.W.Griffith
Notice is hereby given that on named the hovdenish little street
havinir claims
the first Monday in January 1919 sinerer in his latest triumph,
against said estate are requested
of January, ' 'Hearts of the - world, " x which
to present same within the time on the sixth day
1919, in the above named Court will be shown at the Rex Theater
vIt will
prescribed by law.
the purported will of Charles J. two days Monday and Tuesday
(Signed)
Laffin, deceased, will be offered Dec. 16. 17 with matinee on Tues
Dommickifollie
for Probate before said Court, at day "the little disturber". Some
Administrator
the hour of Ten o'clock in the rnieht have guessed it, but only
Nov, 30th. inc.
forenoon ot said dav, or as soon these three. Lillian Gish, D.W.
T
tlio Prnhate UOUn Wiuun thereafter as said matter can be Griffith and Mrs. Gish, actually
oni for the County of McKinley heard by the Court, at which knew that it was Dorothy's own
time and place proof will be personality which accounted for
and State of New Mexico.
of
estate
the
of
made as to the genuiness of the that altogether fitting monicker
Matter
In the
Arco-Seal- it
deceased
will.
said
A.
C.
Rodriguez,
in the biggest war ana love play
A II persons interested may be
Notice
that the screen has ever seen.
that
hereby given
present at said time and place, if Dorothy in real life is "the lit
of they so desire, and resist said tle disturber", she has been "it"
Sam Dimor iot Gallup, County
ew Probate.
- or
ever since she awoke one day in
Mckinley and SwWitness my hand and the seal June. 1898. She has had her fin
n duly appointed
administrator of the estate Pf c of said Court, this 7th. day of irers in all the family pies and
a RnHriomez. deceased.
wherever she could all tnese
November, 1918.
Arco-Seal- it
claims
having
(Sea?)
Ail persons
years and when MrjGrifflth cast
F. W. Meyers
and said
her for the part in his new play,
Co.
against the said estate
Clerk
same
th
County
will
present
he knew that she would make a
wnaed
!thin the time and manner Nov. 30ih. inc.
minor role a creation that would
law.
draw the . applause of millions.
prescribed by
She "butted in" as per usual, in
(Signed)
Administrator's Notice
,
Sam Dimon
fact, she put her fingers in the
State of New Mexico
Administrator
celluloid Die that D. W. Griffith
of McKinley
County
'
work on for two years and drew
Nov. 30th. inc.
SS.
forth a olum that has earned her
within
In the Probate Court
In the "Probate Court
as much glory in a few weeks as
In the matter of the estate, of
McKinley
of
the
County
for
and
that Httle Horner person came by
Nels Madison, deceased,
and State of New Mexico.
in 75 vears. Some people even
In the matter of the estate of Clara E. Madison, Admjnitratrix
her the credit for the best
To whom it may concern:
Mike Kezele. deceased.
impersonation in a play that is
The undersigned ha ing beeij aii?nif icant for its reaiism and the
Notice .
ot the
Notice is hereby given that appointed administratrix
human oualitv of its character.
deceased
Madison,
of
Nels
to his
of
Gallup, estate
Katherine Kezele,
"The little disturber" is Dorothy John Brentarrhas written
of
November,
ap7th.
on the
day
New Mexico, has been duly
in real life, when yon see her in mother thathewa3 allright at the
of the es- 918. Dublic notice is hereby giv
about ttve
administratrix
pointed
the play you see Dorothy as she time of his writing,
his coupon
en that all persons having claims
sent
He
a
weeks
tate of Mike Kezele. deceased.
ago.
nappyannears to her inenases
' ctaims or accounts
said
the
Christagainst
care-fre'All persons having
jovail loving entitling him to recieve a
'
the
hie
said
and
was
and
soldier
Each
tate must present
against the said estate
girl of twenty with a heart a3 mas package.
same
to
undersigned,
the
sent
he
the
same with
She couldn't given a coupon which
deceased will present
big as all
bv
Christmas
manner
time
The
prescribed
pre within the
within the time and
act that part, she musf'Just be his near relatives.
'
over there
the
for
boys
'
law, in order that said claimas. herself."
scribed by law.
packages
'
DISPEL THE DUST
be
thousand.and
legally
the
accounts
may
and
sent
be
by
will
(Signed)
all
You
remove
vaabout
doubt
the safety of youi
or the same will be for
Katherine Kezele
of the packages are already
with many
luables when you put them in our Fire and Burglar-ProoA
purse
Found
pocket
Administratrix
ever barred.
,
on their way,
'
Vault because it is the place of Absolute' Seaccounts coins, .Thanksgiving day'.Such claims, and
Nov. 30. inc.
'
'.
French
E. II
.
,.;
;
curity.!
should be made out and verified
Box
here
A
Safe
rents for tne small of
Deposit
Tn the Probate Court within bv the affidavit of the claimant.
$2.50jmd up per year.
thP County of McKinley
Dated at Gallup, N. M. this th
and State of New Mexico.
day of November, 1918.
o
estate
the
of
v Clara E. Madison,
In the matter
to the
Administratrix
deceased
Mat Mihalcic,
Of home life and home scenes are a welcome gilt
and
NOTICE
navy
Nov. 30th. inc.
boys in the army
-
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And forget about your troof
never leak again!

,

This roofing makes the perfect one piece
roof. Its base is Asbestos which does not
disintegrate with water, fire or gas.
is applied with a trowel, anyone can
do it, and is put on 20 times as thick as
paint. 'It can be applied over metal, felt or
wood roofs, 25 to 35 lbs. per 100 square feet
is backed by the ten year guarBe convinced, see
antee of the Arco

ms

r

.

the roof on the Hart

Block.

;

.

Edward Has!
Hardware and Lumber
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KODAK PICTURES

The

N.M.
Gallup,
ORGANIZED I9C4

.

XT4-- :

io tiaroVw

'CI veil

that

Mihalcic. of Gallup, New
Mexico, has been duly appointed

inn.P

administratrix of the estate

-

Mat Mihalcic, deceased.
havinir claims
and said
estate
said
the
against
same
the
will
present
leased
manner
pre
and
time
within the
law.
scribed by

Administrator's Notice
State of New. Mexico
of McKinley
County
T
'

CoiinitBanic

M-Kinie- y

.

SS.

In the Probate Court ,
In the matter of the estate of
Ethel Mangum. deceaeed
Kav Mangum, Administrator

Kodak finishing and printing
our specialty.
Take a Kodak with you on your Sunday gating.

J R

We loan Jthe Kodaki free
Willis Successor to Walker Studio

'

School will
open Monday
Rodey formerly
morning after being closed for
delegate to congres was a busi- almost two months on account
ness visitor in the city this week of influenza.
The buHding Is
at.d legal matters.
.
thoroughly cleaned.

Hon. B.

S.

--

"

'

t.
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REX
BEACH

;

7mm,.
'

fWyyM$,
fggi

Author of "THE AUCTION
BLOCK," "THE SPOILERS"
"HEART OF THE SUNSET"

"THE BARRIER," ete.

A

Romance
of the
Cuban IVar

Republic

Depredations of predatory nuliuals,
accompanied by outbreaks of rabies
Calianions them In parts of Oregon, refornia. Nevada, Idaho and Utah
sulted In the shooting, trapping and
poisoning of over 11,000 coyotes during
the lust liscnl year by mmicrs y' in
the
employ of the biological survey of
United Slates department of agricul-

and of an
Irish American's
Love for a

ture.

;

steers.

Monkeying With the Unlweree.
It has been reliably reported that
two New lOngland men are uooui i
startle the world with an entirely new
power supply. One of theso men isi
said to bo a consulting mechanical enboth
gineer, the other an astronomer,
in very good standing. The story Is
that those two men have gone so faf
in the realm of Intinilive formula ttn4
meththey have been able to develop a
od that will enable them to stop the
earth at will for KM of a second of
time and to bottle up the energy necessary to. slop the earth In Its product
so created nud sell it commercially to
it
if
as
attention
much
attracted as
world. It is to be hoped that bewere tho rarest of geuas. Kverybody tlie
the plan is actually put into comfore
wanted a piece of It, and the prices
mission two other men of equal abiloffered were such as would have
It
ities will be found who will be willing
If
mining-camquarrel
In a
to collaborate with them to the end
the
of
discretion
ml not been for the
tluit the earth ean be started prompt.,wner, who decided to ruffle the steak
It is once
ly in Us revolutions after
that
a
of
hospital
benefit
off for the
will be a painthere
otherwise
topped,
establish
to
llishop liowe was trying
ful absence of market for this novel
for the miners at Circle City,
Hugh - Cooper In the Scienitiila were started at $5 n pound and power.American.
hwktv to :tr. Klnnlly, In order tific
it was deter
tr, nvold complications,
Service Makes Boy Scouts Healthy.
mined to sell tick e a at prices from 50
concerned
People who deride or are
r..nt to J2.50 for the privilege of draw
f I'.o.v Scouts In
the
at
employment
of
worth
$ISU
After
enIng for n slice.
the duty of const watching will bo
betickets had been sold, the drawing
observations of Docthe
by
lightened
in
for
gan, nnd, to the relief of those
resulted. tor Aldoiis' chief commissioner is a
charge of the sale, no trouble
Portsmouth, w" found sickness
iiiinn nmonc them and wishes
Danger in Handling Gasoline.
more Scouts could bo put on this
that
The publication of the National iluiy, which is making such big, healthy
Safety Council, In a recent Issue, gives bids of thi.m. He enumerates several
some Instructions to those who are cases of boys of fourteen who have
making use of gasoline, which, it says, gnlned nmlcriiilly in weight and chest
ghonW i,e kept and used only la small
measurement in three months or less,
mm n titles, and used only by experi 'and the zeal tin y display Is surprising
enced employees who realize the
uln-it Is coiisiili'rei! what a great
volatile flnld ttnd
to
cbniige it must be for town boys
know how to handle It safely. Gasolie dropped on u bleak and lonely part
line should bo handled in .small safety of the coast. London I'.iolic.
cans, equipped with safety gauze anil

OUR NEW SERIAL
HUMAN NATURE

NOT CHANGED

Incident of Ethiopian History That
Bears Some Testimony as to
the Matter.

p

.
Klaners.1 was n pious king of
He built a temple to the glory
of' Anion of Napulii under the overhung
It was scarcely more
of n greut cliff.
than dedicated before the shelf of the
ttlaiior.su lost interest iu that
clllT fell,
Rthl-opia-

particular
lint the

I-

:

god.
pi&ly

f his successor, Son-li- a
wus of moro tenacious
tiber. Ho rebuilt the broken walls,
cleared away the dust and stones and
rock.i
put his name on the foundation
beside that of Itlanersn. tie was. however, no hotter judge at the behavior
New flakes fell off and put
of cliffs.
the teniule out of business. Not until
four ceiitimies later did a king rise In
of Anion
Ethiopia who thought enough
of Napulu to restore the sauctuary, arid
me
then he did a half-wajc. uniKgypttan expedition of Harvard
it was
versity found that nut when
.wiini. (hritiieh the temiile. Hack ol
the stones were Hilars and statues
had caused
just as
tliem to be replaced and tho ouviolnteil
names of the founder aud urst restorer.
If
We hnvc recited this tale because.
be
it
might
a
little,
it were changed
Men still
story of our own times.
but
imiM with love In I heir hearts,
There
iiccideut
happens.
when
glvi
In the consideration
Is
I'olks are
of, the chances of disaster.
content to dear away a little dust and
let ,,o most of It mar The kingdom
of Klhiopia has faded from the earth,
altered
but human nature has so little
that Itlunersa aud
ami the unknown ruler of four
later might be born again and
exact likes.
have the company of their
.
Toledo Ulade.
amon-sekc-

u

y

n

Seuka-nmon-sel-

s

PAID HIGH MONEY FOR STEAK
Circle City
First That Was Brought to
Caused Keen Competition Among,
the Miners.
ever paid
Probably the highest price
at
for a beefsteak was that .charged
The Urst steak
Circle City. Alaska.
What ever reached that town Is said
like J48
to. have sold for something
U
There were ten pounds of th to
250 miles
was
shipped
which
steak,
riivle'city. When the owner of tho
re'"'1'8'1 t,,e CH,,,p
pr.clous hi "f
to ee
ntc miners turned out In a body
and
It wua placed on exhibition,
It

,,,,

,

"t

dan-thi-

s

safely stopper. Outline exceeding-exwhen
ly volatile and will vaporize
at
temperature
air
any
to
the
posed

Women Work With Cement.
A class In concrete work has been
at Berkeley iu which women
This vapor organized
down to 15 below zero.
are
taught cement nnd concrete
being
is nearly three limes us heavy a
in connection with clay
construction
with the
make ornamental lawn
air, and when mixed
They
modeling.
of air becomes
qunutlty
proper
garden seats nnd
flower
pots,
po!s,
will igbesides learning
violently explosive. The vapor
articles
other
various
a
nite from any open flame, even from
to make sidewalks and curbs. Visitors
from
electricity
of static
spark
stare in amazement at the woman stua human body, a spark from, an dents who curry hods igid get down on
emery wheel, or from n sufficiently the ground r.od work with treels and
heated .surface. Tlie gasoline vapor, tntnps. The work started last sumwill natubeing heavier than air,
mer and the course was taken by a
If confined
and
lower
a
level,
now
seek
rally
large number of teachers who are
where there Is poor' ventilation, will- trying to Introduce it in Hair schools.
sometimes remain In an explosive conlition for months.
Conan Doyle Convert to Spiritualism.
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle has made
Toothbrush.
of
Place
Takes
open confession of belief in spiritualwas ism. He says:
A novel patent granted recently
"In spite of occasional fraud and
for a substitute for tlie tooth brush.
wild
waterImagiuings there remains a solul
a
little
of
The device consists
a
in
core
this whole spiritual movement
of
end
proof cap fitting over the
which is Infinitely nearer to positive
a brushllkn
Is
It
to
Al
inched
finger.
other religious develsurface of fabric, specially designed faith than any
I am acquainted."
which
with
burnt
A
opment
flexible
for cleaning tlie teeth.
hand
the
attached to the cup encircles
Tale of Birds.
and supports tlie cleaner when In
The hairy woodpecker,' says Ameri
that this
H is claimed
can Forestry of Washington,, p. C
cleaner, being more flexible than the
fat pork, while n tree sparrow
likes
teeth
brush, can clean the
Ihead and
S biscuit.
more thoroughly since It can be fitted Just doteslp"
dish of tlie mock
farorite
the
are
milk
aud
teeth
of
small
Into each
angle
Ing bird.
gums.
--

d

I
1

handling of the Insane, epileptic
or defective population may be divided
Into three parU. The first Is adequate
prevention or diagnosis In the early
The second la provision of
luges.
physical equipment, such as buildings,
The
plants and ordinary hospitals.
third Is making us useful and happy as
In- poislblo tho lives of permanent
mucn
nioim
done
has
Indiana
nates.
tho linos of Institutional equipment
and the demand now is for a rounding
out of the work by more attention to
the other two needs. It is suggested
that laws providing for the voluntary
admission of patients be enacted, and
that psychiatric wards or buildings be
established.
Again, patients, Instead
of being kept In dismal idleness, should
be employed. Their labor could contribute materially to their support as
VU..11 ns ninkii tin-imore cheerful. To
this end It Is suggested that the Industrial farm colony Idea be developed as
the congested,- circumscribed

to weary,
"out when they are made to rise from
the ground and fly five or six times in
quick succession, they will refuso to
rise again and will remain on the
ground panting with open beak." Plying is not specially difficult, but starting l tne hard part. Once in tlie air,
they can go on for hours, but It takes
the most energy to get Into, the air
In tlie first place.
Whether this had been true about
pigeons or not. It Is ery true about
folks. For mauy of us. getting start-- !
ed Is the hard part We bold back as
we used to do when we were about to
go into the water for a. swim. Once
in, It was hard to get us out again, but
getting in seemed almost Impossible.
We had to learn to take tlie plunge;
then the hardest part was over, and
we thoroughly enjoyed the sport.
men
Taking frequent starts wears
out Just us it does pigeons. Watch
children whose parents are always
how
sending them to new schools ; see
If any of
hrokeu their thinking is.
them would only keep going, they could
stand It far better, and they really
would bo able to gel somewhere.
Continually starting again uses up
And the life that Is to he
anyone.
lived must not be judged by the diffIt.
iculty experienced iu starting
from the ground Is hard, but flying
Is not hard. Don't be afraid to start
to do righli, or to be helpful in the
home and active In school work. Uet
a good start, and then keep on.
tit a time wiliiout seeming

Watch for and Read the Opening Installment of

mutt

I

u

a orwe,
QvalMcatten
HumarwM.

vm

,

writer who understands birds and
bird life tells us that pigeons and
other similar birds can fly for hours

At Winnenmcca, Nevada, a
heavy.
of
single rabid coyote caused the loss
27

ri

Mafe to PIM Out Hew
Effort Will
, fee to Owl With the Men.
tally Afflicted. '

A

treated by state authorities of Nevada during the year on account of
dohaving been bitten by either wild or
mestic animals.
The loss of live stock has been very

A story that you will
enjoy, from beginning
to end.

m

Th

Brander Matthews, writing hit "U-do- n
Hemorica" In Scrlbner's, recalls ft
as
period In tha early eighties when
was a contributor to tho London Sat
iirdn Review, at that time, under tn
editorship of Walter Pollock, a Journal
of marked distinction. Such names as
w.
Lang, Dobson. Gossn, II. D. Traill,
H. Henley illuminated Its columns. Mr.
Matthews was the only American connected with the 'staff of the "Satur
day," as the Ilevlew was familiarly

against
Institution.

detei-iiws-

Altogether over 10,000 noxious jantmoun-- 1
mnls, including wolves, coyotes,
lain lions and bobcats were destroyeu.
The seriousness of the outbreaks of
rabies will be realized wnen it is
slated that more Uinn 00 persons were

Southern Beauty

; ,

miw

The problem of the mental defec
tive is regarded by many as most con
of
fusing. Probnbly this is becuuse
there
luck of complete Information,
fore, It has been recommended that the
next legislature provide for a commis
sion, with liberal support, to go Into
tho whole subject so that relief on an
'
adequate scale may be promoted.
cremation, education, treatment and de
lu
velopraent are proposed as aids
from
defective
mental
the
eliminating
should
society. Tho belief Is that there
ln mental as well as physical cxuini
.,ii,,n nf nil school children, so that
unfortunates may be detected. Tlw
eutlre subject calls for action In so
u
uinnv Quarters that it is dimcuit
the
what
legislature
out
exactly
point
t its forthcoming session, may acomi
i.llsh. ISut it is apparent that the ex
Industrial farm colony
POINT IS "GETTING STARTED" tension of the
not only for epilepis
possible,
system
tics, but ulso for those adjudged in
.
the
Find
Like Birds, Human Beings
sane and for mental
Beginning of a Task Always the
News.
Hardest Part of It.

In
Western States Had Much Success
Against
Their First Campaign
Their Natural Enemies. '

Independence

.

-

:

WAR ON PREDATORY ANIMALS

of

'

.

Aa a burglar raised the window, Hits
Helen Oeuunlll, daughter of M. J. Qera-ml- ll
of Wilmette sat up In bed. It wai
4 :30 o'clock In the morning.
"Nice evening," sull tho burgUr.
"It's iuqrnlng,",8nld Miss Gemmlll.
"Are you a regular burglar?"
"Yes, miss."
"Then all I have to do Is to sit here
and ask you questions about yourself
and trade while you burgle the room!"
"Yes," said the burglar, "folks expect that over since, they began to put
these burglar sketches In vaudeville.
With the young, pretty ones, like yourself, we burglars have to discuss the
burglar hypothesis and sociology. We
can't get near the results that we get
out of the old girls. Where is your
money?"
'I haven't any. How do you treat
the old girts, as you call tbwu?"
"Aw, we just stick pins in their feet
and they tell where the money Is hid
pretty quick. Haven't you got any
jewels?"
"No, they are In the safe deposit
vault 1 see your flashlight isn't working well. You will find matches on tho
bureau. And please tell me do you
thluk llacon or Shakespeare wrote the
latter's works?"
"I think Spencer wrote them. Isn't
there really anything available I can
take here?"
"I'm sorry; not a thing," said Miss
Oenimlll.
"Well,'' said the burglar as ho retired
through the window, "I'll have to take
your word for it, but I certainly wish
you were an old girl, because I need
the money."
Tho burglnr also entered two other
Wilmette homes, but eneouutered persons awake In both, which caused him
to retire. Chicago Tribune.

The purpose
(he Drama league
to give a few week hence the first
comedy presented In Philadelphia Is
remarks 'ttfie
highly commendable,
Ledger of that city. "Contrast?' by
Unyal Tyler, a Hostonlan, was first
produced at the John Street theater,
in New York, lu 17S7, and was brought
to this city after a short run there.
.To .Philadelphia belongs the credit of
producing tlie urst piay wriueu uj u enacted by n professionAmerican and ....
.
unit.
IU.aa
company. Tins piay is me
of Parthla," by Thomns Godfrey, jr.,
of Philadelphia, put on at the famous
old Southwark theater In 1707. It was
successfully revived last year by the
Zelosophlc society of the university at
That "production
the New Century,
'
was one more case In polut to prove
of
and
appeal
the enduring vitality
to
many an old play that Is allowed
molder In the dust of libraries, on
scure and undisturbed. Additional histhe
to
playhouse
toric Interest attaches
where "Tho Prince of I'nrthln" was
first given through the circumstance
that Major Andre painted scenery for
It when the I'.ritish oflicers used it
nearduring their winter here; and for
repbis
curtain,
a
drop
half
century
ly
resenting n waterfall, glorified the
modest "temple of the arts" till the
theater was burned down.
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RELIEVES

PAIN

OF

ANGINA

Mechanical Exercise, Such as "Stretchin the
ing," Said to Be Valuable
Treatment of Disease.
The terrible pain of angina pectoris
can be relieved by simple mechanical
accord
exercises, without medicine,
of LonIng to Dr. Samuel Constable
don.
The New York SIcdical Journal
describes how he applied his
:
to n suffering follow practitioner
"At once he got his friend to gra
ihi. ton bar of the bed with both hand
fall on th
letting most of bis weight
now strongly stretched arms for about.
After a short rest he re40 seconds.
some five or six
the
process
pented
cessation
Immediate
llesult:
times,
of
of all pain In arms and some relief

the chest.
on
"I octor Constable now got him
end
the
at
the
bar
to
floor
the
grasp

called.
"I may confess frankly now that II
was great fun for me, an American of
the Americans," writes Mr. Matthews,
"to say ray say about American topics
In the columns of the most British of
About American
British periodicals.
any opinion,
I
expressed
rurely
politics
because that topic hud been for years
In the care of one of the oldest contributors to tho paper, although his long
service had not equipped him wit
knowledge of tho subject
"Pollock called my attention once to
an article on American affairs In the
current number and wondered whether it was not all at sea In Its opinions,
and 1 had to answer that I had counted fifteen mistatements of fact in the
first column, whereupon he shrugged
his shoulders nnd explained that ha
was powerless, since he had Inherited
that contributor from the preceding
editors.
"I was told, although I forget by
whom, that the nnclcnt light who thus
devoted his mind to the misunderstands,
was O. S.
ing of American politics
otherwise unknown to fume exbroke
cept as the man who had
Thackeray's nose."

,

Vau-able-

SEEM TO BE FEWER BLONDES
Observers Have Noticed That Darker
Types of Females Are Beginning
to Predominate.
A silly little story came out of St.
Louis the other day to the effect that
Increased cost of peroxide of hydroto
gen was causing the girls out thereconas a
quit bleaching their hair, and,
were to be
sequence, fewer blondes
seen. The blenched blonde is one of
he lay figures of tlie joker; or. rattier,
of the Joker who cannot keep nhead of
the times, because she 1ms been the
target of humorous shnfts ever since
war. Seriousthe
blondes
ly, though, aren't there fewer
How many genuine
than formerly?
ycllow-baircgirls have you seen la
the street cars in tlie last month? Very
few; aud to one girl with light eyes
and coloring you will bee a
brunettes of varying shades. We'll
leave it to the sociologist to establish
the relationship between the number
of immigrants from soutliern Europe,
where the people nre mostly dark, and
the growing scarcity of real blonde
The sociologist no doubt can present
all sorts of interesting theories, but we
During
confronted with a fact.
are
. ... .
...... ......
..
.Af,i.lnv
daily journeys on one vu n
u period of 11 months one observer lus
failed to decry a single blonde that
he would bo sworn was genuine; nnd
he Is a person of fair eyesight nnd
partial to the light ones. What's the
I

Spanish-America-

d

half-doze- n

."

nf the bed with both hands behind bis
of
buck, bending forward at an angle
about 00 degrees, the chest thrown
nnd the head back, thin subhe affected
jecting the muscles of
answer- ?- Pittsburgh (iaette-Times- .
area to strong tension. This he repented some half dozen times, each lasting
Imnbout 40 or 50 seconds, llesult:
And With Winter Here.
In
tlie
nil
of
pains
mediate cessation
toiler at the next ily! but one
The
comhas been n source of continuous anuoy-unc- e
chest, tho sense of constriction
vanishing."
to this department ever since food
pletely
This was repeated about every two prices started soaring last month. Ue
hours for several weeks and on no Insisted daily that there was no high
occasion," says Doctor Constable, "did cost of living, aud proved ir by quoting
the stretching fail to give immeuitue the prices bo paid for meat and prorelief."
duce at his grocer's. lor instance, he
The New York Medical .lournal sug- asserted frequently that for ten cents,
that dietetic and hay fever he could get "nil the steak he and his
gests
asthmatics try these or similar stretch- wife could eat." We retorted angrily
their
ing exercises for relief from
(bat many men starved their wives, but
England's Great Arsenal. Wool
most of them hnd tho decency not te
te
ik..ffh tho vast arsenal of who
brag about it. For it Is no pleasure
us
of
Double Meaning.
wich Is at our doors, few
a man with a $30 grocery bill to hear
have any real sense of
"Well." said the far West mayor to the ecstasies of one with a $10 food
sleep in
its colossal presence. Us Immense sig- the English tourist, "I dunno how you bill. But he gibed on blithely, wotting
It
.r.na thoso nffnirs over there, but not of the future. And now retributnificance, the tremendous force
stands for. Its origiu dates back to out here, when some or our boys got ion has come, and here Is where we
other wars, but when the present war tied tip iu that thar bankrupt telephone laugh :
14.000 In
company I was tellln' yer about they
began Its workers were only
His grocer has been declared banknumber. became mighty crusty !"
all, without a woman In the
rupt, and the obnoxious toiler at the
"Oh!"
Now there are 17,000 women and
next desk but one faces the problem of
some
50,000 men.
"Yus; they didn't like the way the
dealing with a middleman with
noThat is not all. Notwithstanding Its receiver was hnmllin' the business
City Star.
business
fierce reality Woolwich is a symbol how."
"Indeed!" commented the earnest
rather than a geographical expression.
Eggs Not a Necessity.
3
To that center m( the Thames,
Breakfast on tlie contilistener; "then, may I ask, what they
eggs?
Why
with Its numberless
did?"
miles by
of Kurope has gone its wuy in
nent
iU
"Snrtinly; 1 wus goln' to tell peace for many years with nothing
workshops, Its endless avenues and
120 miles of Internal runway, mere yer. They just hung up the receiver."
more than coffee and rolls. Even In
asradiate the activities of scores of
Kxchnnge.
heavy-eatinEngland a rasher of ba- - j
sociate factories round about, so that
and a bit of tea is quite all right, j
coo
women
Oil From Various Sources.
30,000 workers more, chiefly
without eggs, for breakfast. Samuel j
iiTiwki in nil), are feeding ibis almost
During the last year, In Germnuy, Pepys seems to have got along with- - j
fathomiess reservoir.
about (M,250 pounds of oil were obout any breakfast, could do half a. j
Woolwich is a great mechanical
tained from sunflower seeds, and this day's work without a bite.. In fact,
reach over,
year promises a rich crop of poppy breakfast, us a regular meal, Is a reoctopus with amis that
across and around London and the seed. Attention has also been drawn cent Institution.
It's the two or three
to the high percentage of oil conthat are here objected to as
country, about It. London Times.
tained In cherry and plum stones, particularly tuutologlc. One's enough, ;
.. i,ii .in. usii.illv thrown away. Ac
Watch for Big Rubber Ball.
nnd the second Is mere
If the plans of a Texan inventor go cording to the statistics of 1900 there ness. There are a lot of little things
will soon be; were 22.000,000 cherry nnd 70,000,000
through, motor vehicles
that go to mnke up the high cost
Large quanf
equipped with a huge rubber ball, proplum trees in Germany.
Philadelphia Ledger.
tities of, fruit stones were collected by
lectins out in front. And its purpose?
Decreased Cost of Living.
Ob, It j.st gently humps the careless school children last year, but grent
him
of j
were thrown away or decost of 1.000 candle-hour- s
The
quantities
pedestrian Instead of knocking
nseles or dead. What matters It stroyed owing to the difficulty of ex- light a century ago was about $2.50
that the ball will be more than n yard tracting the oil from them.
when the candle and sperm oil lumps,
in diameter when puffed out to Its
were the only available illuminants.
Machine Sorts Coffee Beans.
The
capacity?
coming of kerosene cut the cost;
A curious German invention is a maOf course you think that the. rubber
to $2. nnd along toward the latter halt
chine for sorting coffee beans by color. of the nineteenth century the snmej
ball safety guard bounces the careless
the, Kach bean passes Into a strong beam
m,iint could be purchased for a dol- -i
pedestrian to one side, allowing You
automobile to proceed on its way.
of light, which It reflects to two sele- lar. Competition between kerosene and
In
nium cells, and these; by electric conare wrong- gas further reduced the cost until
It is Intended to envelop the victim trol of n hopper, deposit the bean In i he last quarter of a century a thou-- i
The accost less than 00
in Us folds. But that is not all. it one of several receptacles.
sand candle-hour- s
when tion depends on the different rest etlve cents.
With the present efficiency of.
opcrutes Uio brake automatically
a careless man sinks In Its expanse.
powers of the differently colonel beans, the electric tamp the cost of the same,
This is accomplished b.Vi mentis of a by which varying resistances to the unit Is about ten cents, or
air arrangement.
electric current nre successively pro-- nftb of the original cost a century
compressed
duced In the selenium.
Uis-in- g
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The most important event of the year will be ceieorateawitn mis siupenuuus otic,
lowest
pncesAvhich-ca- n
to
atthe
is
This
buy
opportunity
qnly
in
youpneeds
Sale.
this
your
will be sacrificed
not be offered again f
years in this town. The goods we 'offer you m this sale .were bought
so high.
nine months a?o so we can afford to give you last years prices now that every thing is
or-ma- ny

This sale will last only 15 days.

Shoes

Shoes

Shoes

Ladies high top shoes, colors black, light brown, gray,
and white, all 9 inch kid tops at Victory Sale Prices. This
will be a good investment to buy two or thre pairs of shoes
Don't miss
of our lots 2 and 3. You will save about

35.

Dil.wl

and size

500 Gingham Dresses
Made with belt,

Wool Fleeced Union Suits $2.50
worth $4.00
Cotton Fleeced Union Suits
Hosiery
$1.98, worth $2.75
Heavy Ribbed underwear at
Women Silk Boot Stockings
Big Reduction Prices
full fashioned, pure dye silk,
stockings with fine lisle, tops,
Special for boys
high spliced heels, double soles
and toes at victory sale prices.
Fleeced Line Union Suits
at $1.25 to $150 worth up to $2.25

Ladies and Girls Head Wear
to $5.00

'

Men's Sweaters
All wool sweaters with large

Ladies Silk and Wool Serge Dresses

Victory Sale Prices

O

uw

T

CulUp

All
two pockets and good trimings.
46, will sacrifice them at Victory prices

Big Bargain
In trunks, Suitcases and hand- bags.

Hats for men
99c. 1.25, 1.98 and up

...

l

a

w

1

TTT
-- w

Hun
y

and
11

to

We have everything marked in plain figures. One price
for everybody, Satisfaction Guaranteed. We will be glad
to show you our goods at any time you call or. us. But or.
account of the sale we can not send goods on approval

...

iDnoc
Buny Rossi Esltatte

im

14

For Your Convenience

jBiMBigiijjjiBMM
'TZZT.

-
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Sizes

colors.

All Sizes

Ladies Silk Waists
Very Special Price

collars and pockets, red. gray,
khaki and brown. ;2Qb discount

$10.00 to $15.00

iap

$7.50
10.25
12.85
20.00
24.50

Underwear

big assortment in sizes and
quality, Victory Sale Price
$1.95 $2.50 $3.00 $4.00 and $4.50
A

and blankets, reduced at Victory Sale Prices
From $1.75 to $8.50
,

Worth from $15.00 up to $25.

for

25.00
32.50

Boys School Shoes

up

Suit

Ladies heavy fleeced um'on suits, low or high neck. Long
Vi or without sieves at Victory Prices.
Ladies medium weight union suits worth $1.75 and $2.00
Victory Price $1.10 and $1.35
--

'

$10.00
At Victory Prices
We have them from $2.50 up to 15.00
20.00
$8.50 made in military style

An Unusually Good Bargain

Ladies Underwear

Men Suits

Boys Suits

75c.

200 Misses and Children winter coats in all sizes and
'
most popular colors. Will be sold at great reduction.

An early selection will give you the advantage of
a comlpete assortment and fresh stock.

Men

Skating sets or caps alone, from

hj

This Sale will Start Saturday
the 30th at 10 A.M.

pairs in this lot, brown or black, lace and
will be sold at
button, vice kid, gun metal and pat, leather,
to
$4.75.
worth
$3.00
Victory Sale Price for $1.98

In comforts

Buy your

asasasasHsasasasasasasasasasasasasasasEsasssassaa

400

Shoes for men and boys any color, quality
Victory Sale Price $1.95 up to $9.00

25 per cent
coat now at Victory Sale Price

,

01ft
- maw
QIC - JAtllll UUU Airn
m V

B

Lot No. 2 Dark gray, black and brown with white tops
6.50
Victory sale price $3.75, worth up to

For

a

Ladies Coats Will Be Reduced

kvrvrnoirrmiair

"Where Quality Beats Price"

this sale.

Lot No. 3

Mhi

d
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m
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kest town n me entre Southwest, and is bound
ise
to have a wonderful development; homes are needed

is
VTl at this very moment, and the only available land for building
all the

We have purchased
the SUNNY SIDE ADDITION.
railroad land on the north side, and can give immediate possession .and
absolutely, clear title.

A

The great war is over and thru it you have learned to economize and
real estate
save; continue your saving and put some money in Gallup
for your home or as an investment. Troops are to be stationed at Ft.
real estate
Wingate immediately and Gallup will be greatly benefitted,
bought now is bound to increase in value soon.
We will sell to you on terms arid you pay no taxes or interest until lots

are paid in

a

full.

FOM3) REALTY COHFAHY
I. H. Ford, Agent, Phone 270
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UNDEHTAXEH3
KOIiTUARY
GALLUP
tlcXinley County
W. M. Poulaon ;
State of New Mexico
Funeral Director
:
In the matter of the estate of
;
and
Licensed Embalmer
Felix M. Fabro, Deceased
Arizona
New Mexico,
Notice of Hearing on Application
Service
Automobile
Chapel,
For Letters
Res. niftht phone
Office phones
that
Notice is hereby piven
Delmar Hotel 92
68ann56
Mary M. V. Roirdan has filed
t
a pe '
with the clerk of
RUIZ & OVERSON
ad.of
tition praying for letters
Attorneys at Law
ministration with the will an
Of
nexed on the estate of Felix M. Practice In All Courts
Arizona.
and
6th.
Mexico
the
New
'abro deceased and that
day of January ,1919 at 10 o'clock
A.- - M. has been set for the hearEdmund R. French
Pro
in
the
Lawyer
ing of said petition
Member Bar
bate Court in the Court house ot
McKinley County, Town of Gnl- - Supreme Court United States
imv New Mexico, when and
Supreme Court New Mexico
interested
Office 206 Coal Ave.
may
where any person
said
cause
why
appear and show
Bert D. Richards
petition should not be granted.
October
Dated this 25th. day of
Lawyer
Licensed to practice in all the
918.
Louis Silva
courts of the State, the U.S.
Probate Judge District Court and U. S. Land
Office.
In the Probate Court of
McKinley County
L. E.- Gould
".
State of New Mexico
ot the Peace
Justice
In the matter of the estate of
Precinct
Third
Felix M. Fabro, Deceased
Herald
Office
Building
NOTICE
'
95
No.
Phone
Notice is hereby Riven thaWhe

In

TrrctitaCcurtcf

,

,

..

...

PRESCRIPTIONS

--

Bring in your prescriptions

this-cour-

The
0

Family
Man

is considered a better citizen than the
bachelor, and every young fellow
of the right stuff looks forward to the
time when he can have his own cozy,
nest and wife and babies.

Your Bij Dcsre Will Bo Realized Sooner If You Start a
Savings Account Here
e
n nor annum oaid on time certificates
of deposit of $100 and qp iued for 6 or 12 ihos

THE GALLUP MATE BANK
Gallup Cleaners and Pressers
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits
Cleaned and Pressed $1.75

New and Second Hand Store
North 3rd- - St. of. bridge

All kinds of

r

Household Goods

Furniture and Miners' Tools
Second hand goods bought
and

sold

.

exchanged.

J. Peternel

The Most
Satisfying Drink
Make
Have
home.

;

meals complete with CtKV A
t lunch and at dinner in tne
alt for it at hotels, cafes and
:

restaurants.
Pure. Nutritious.

Non-intoncatin- g.

'

"Bear" In Mind

v. -

the delicioui
The soft drink with
a i. ,.,nun nr
in fact nt nil places
.lruaLnsta'.
'
I.
JHbaaiOOn
.J ui
ium
where gooa

6th. day of January 1919 at 10
o'clock A. M. has been set aside
for the reading and approving ot
the last will and testament of
Felix M. Fabro deceased and the
hearinflr bf application of Mary
M. V. Roirdan tor letters of ad
ministration with the will an
Anv person interested
nexed.
said
may appear and contest the
will and contest the oppositions
in writing with the clerk of this
court to the granting of letters
of administration with the wii
annexed to the said petitioner,
It is further ordered that notice
be given thereof by publication
of not less than 30 day Deiore
Hflvi of January. 1919,
aaiA firh
vv
;
Biu
s
fiallur.
ho
f
ww-111
r Herald, a news
naner Drinted and published m
McKinley County, State of New

'

nieflikntars

New Mexico Produce Co.

X

Forty United
Profit Sharing
Coupons (2 coupons each denomination 20t packed
in every case.
Exchangeable tor
tf.ilimUlA

nretnlum-

-

Island for the mustering!
Ketner has written his Mare
4s much disappointed
He
out.
have
parents that his regiment
didnot
he
get over to France.
that
been practicing packing their
notice and
Hon. Gregory Page has re
equipment on short
a
fine
so
point
to
from Los Angelea to at
have it down
hours.
six
in
tend to business matters in this
that they can pack
to
returned
be
to
.
Ralph expects
city.

.

Dr. E. Park Sellard
Registered Optometrist
Latest equipment for properly
testing eyes.
Postoffice Building

Rftlnh

tui-ne- d

j

JENKINS DRUG STORE

McFlE,

111 Coal

that
High class ware andJ articles
SW4?4!u
uie giu
will nt every netu
line. A beautiful stock of precious stones of every description.
WATCH REPAIRING a specialty. Watch inspectors for Santa
FeR.R. Edison Diamond Disc
phonographs speak for them-

attorneys at law
Offices

Gallup and Santa Fe. ,N.

M

To secure prompt service call by

number.
v,itizens Light Power and
Telphone Co.

selves.

-

.

Wurm & Burke
Jewelers

Square Deal Market

Where Cleanliness and The Square
Deal Rule
CELEBRATED H0UMA OYSTERS, FRESH FISH,
FRESH and SALT MEAT.
ONLY FAT HEALTHY STOCK KILLED FOR
OUR TRADE, ASSURING TENDER MEAT.
Phone No. 85 For Prompt Delivery Of Meat.

Fred Meyer, Prop.

PIANOS OUR SPECIALTY
Why take chances on your piano?
rollers.
We have patent steel mover with heavy iron
to break
Our Auto Trucks are safe. We guarantee not
or scratch' or drop your piano.

MATLOCK TRANSFER
Phone 199
Ambulance Service
Night 103

Phone 68
Town Calls $5.00
L. Stewart

.

Administrator's Notice
State of New Mexico

.

County of Mexico
'. SS.;
In the Probate Court
In the matter of the estate of
Stonewall Jackson Walling
deceased
Mattie J. Walling
Administratrix
To whom it may concern:
The undersigned hfcving been
appointed' administratrix of the
Jackson
Mtato of Stonewall

....

.

The' name and address or
Plaintiff's attorney s is as follows;

McFie, Edwards and Met le,
and E. A. Martin, all of Gallup,
:
New Mexico.
Given under my hand and the
seal of said Court, at my office,
in Gallup, . McKinley County,
New Mexico, this 15th, day of
November, 1918.
(Seal)
F, W. Meyers
Clerk Dist. Court
,

:

nov 16

de?. 7

Avenue

Jewelry Cut Glass
Silverware

nGgPisFH

1

EDWARDS & McFlE

Walling deceased, on the 7th.
day of November 1918, public
notice is hereby given that all
persons having claims or ac;
counts against the said estate
Mexico.
must Dresent and hie the same
Dated this 25th day of Octo- with the undersigned, within the
ber, 1918.
time prescribed by law,- in order
Louis Silva, Probate Judge.
that said claims and accounts
.
.
nov 23inc
mfiy be legally adjusted, or the
Mc- same will be for ever barred.
of
Court
In the District
New
Such claims and accounts
Kinley County. State of
be made out and verified
should
Mexico.
of the claimant.
Plaintiff
affidavit
the
A.
Whitson,
by
Dorothy
Dated at Gallup, New Mexico,
vs.
Flovd E. Whitson, Defendant this 7th. day of November, 1918,
Mattie J. Walling
No. 1016 '
Administratrix
Publication
For
Notice
above
the
To Floyd E. Whitson,
named defendant:- Notice of Suit
Yon Are Hereby Notified that
commenced
against
State of New Mexico
suit has been
of
the
Court
County of McKinley
you in the District
SS.
County and State aforesaid by
A.
Whitson, plaintitt.
nnrothw
In the District Court
defendant
E.
Whitson,
Roberts, Plaintiff,
Mattie
vs. Floyd
1016
numbered
vs.
the same being
said
Court,
the
of
on the docket
James C. Roberts, Defendant
an
for
No. 1025
wherein plaintiff prays
for
from
you
To the Above Named Defendant
absolute divorce
two
minor
James C. Roberts, Greeting:
the custody, of her
You are herebv northed that
fhilHren and costs.
notified
that
Yon are further
an action has been commenced
cause
in
said
unless you appear
against you in the above named
tne
trom
20
days
Court by the above named plainton or before
of this publication iff;
.
con- Said action is brought to objudgement and a decree pro
fesso will be entered aiyainsi you tain a decree of divorce from
and said cause .set lor hearing ycu on the grounds of desertion;
and also to obtain the care and
ex parte.
Novemot
2nd
day
Dated this
custody of the minor child Margaret Emma Roberts: You are
her. 1918.
Richards
herebv notified that unless you
Bert P.
Gallup,
enter your appearance and plea
Atttorney for Plaintiff,
Mexico
New
in said action in the said Court
seal
the
and
hand
on or before the 28th day of De'Witness niv
this
Court
named
cember, 1918, judgement by de
of the above
1918.
fault will be entered against you,
1st. day of November,
W.
F.
and the plaintiff will seek the re
Meyers
. Clerk
lief prayed for in her said

.i

LOUIS
LEMP Manufacturers ST.

Every Saturday and Sunday

-

comr-letio-

'

Cut Flowers

-

.

Jk

No Substitution Allowed

.

laces and all other
Expert cleaners of silks and satins
fancy garments.
'AH work guaranteed satisfactory
We call and deliver.
Brazos'and Brazos Proprietors.
Phone No. 205
207 Coal Ave.

.

is some
Thirty years behind the prescription counter
assurance that your prescriptions aie safe in our
ordhands, and you get just exactly what the ddetor
ers.

.

CHILE PARLOR
irr

r

Turn-

m'SS

Sandwiches and Coffee, Chile,

Tamales and other
Spanish dishes
Everything Clean and Wholesome
Morris Bldg. N. Second St.
.;.

In order to introduce our new
and bier line of patriotic pictures
and service frames we are going
to make a special reduced price
for a few days only. See display
in our window.
J. R. Willis.
Successor to Walker Studio.

-

Two head of cat- FOUND
Hp on mv ranch at north Guam,
owner can obtain same by iden
on
tifying them. Branded A
left shoulder..
Perfeto Gonzales

FOUND
.
...
a

w

Buncn oi Keys

inr

nwni

Open Day andNight
Fred Ramos

on

pan

.1

,u

nKv- - Anseim ttcuoi
Franciscan Fathers.

'Cf

to

room

.
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TELIOHAPHIO

RM0RT1

THAT COVIR THI WEKK't
EVENTS.

OF MOST INTEREST
KICfMNO THI RKADfR
ON MOtTyl M PO RTAHT
V CURRENT TOPICS.

POSTED

WMUra Ntwrpapar Union Ntwi Mrvlc.

About the War

The French now hold the line ot
the Rhine from Sell southward to the
Swiss border, a distance of nearly 100
mllee.

Follah troopa captured Lemburg, the
capital ot Oallcia, and lta environs, ac
cording to the Follah telegraph bureau at Cracow.
Oen. Franchet d'Esperey entered
Constantinople on the battleship Pattie. It waa officially announced. His
officers accom
taff of twenty-thre- e
panied him.
The Boephorua having been cleared
of minea, allied warships have entered
the Black tea and visited various ports
from Varna around the southern coast
to Novoropsyk.
Oouraud entered Strasbourg at the
head of the Fourth French army amid
the tremendous enthusiasm of 300,000
people. Never did an army have such
a triumphal greeting.
The lost provinces of Alsace and
Lorraine are again wholly French,
through the formal occupation of their
capital by French troops. The popu
lation received the poilus with great
enthusiasm.
Italian troops occupied Innsbruck,
the capital of the Austrian Tyrol, In
accordance with the terms of the Aus
trlan armistice. They also took pos
session of Landek, weat ot Innsbruck,
on the Inn river.
Total American casualties to Nov,
U, when hostilities ceased, were
This Included, Oen. March said,
killed and died of wounds, died of
disease, unclassified deaths, wounded,
prisoners snd missing.
German casualties up to Oct, 31
wore 6,820,000, according to the Socialist newspaper Vorwaerts in Ber
lin. They were divided as follows:
-

236,-117- .

1,680,000; wounded, M.000,000;
prisoners, 490,000; fate unknown, 260,
000.

Killed,

The Bolshevik! have undertaken to
rule Germany.
A Berlin dispatch received by" way of Copenhagen said
that the Berlin workmen's and sol
tilers' council had Issued a procllma- Jtlon extending the authority of the
council turnout Germany.

Western

Tae elections In Germany tor a
stituent assembly nave been set for
Feb. I.
Several thousand American sol Cera
sailed from London for home on the
liners Lapland and Minnehaha.
An agreement has been reached be
tween the German Soldiers' and Work
men's Council and the government, it
is officially announced in Berlin.
Count Montgelas, a general In the
Bavarian army, who wu dismissed at
Vpres in 1916 because he refused to
use poisonous gas, has been recalled
from Switzerland to Munich to enter
the Bavarian cabinet,
"President Wilson wi,! receive the
greatest' reception we ever gave any
guest. No progress any emperor ever
made will equal his," says the London
Observer In an article discusplng "i
coming visit of the President to England. It adds: "We rejoice that aa
event we have so urgently advocate!
is now assured."
The first woman to be appointed an
ambassador has been nominated by
the Hungarian government for th
She Is the Hunpost in Switzerland.
garian writer and pacifist, Roslka
Schwimmer, who now resides in Switzerland. Madame Schwimmer has accepted the nomination and will begin
her duties shortly.
The cost of living in England is still
rising and according to the London
Labor Gazette the retail prices of principal articles of food during September averaged 129 per cent higher than
July, 1914, or 13 per cent increase
compared with the previous month.
The increase is due to the higher
prices of meat, butter, milk and eggs.
'The Bulgarians, during the occupation of eastern Macedonia, deported
82,000 'Greek residenta, according to
official Bulgarian documents In the
possession of M. DJvaropoulos,
of Demlrhassar. A large Dumber ot those deported, he says, succumbed to famine, torture and enforced labor. At. Kitchevo a number
of Greeks were burned alive under the
pretext that they had typhus microbes.
Sporting Dews.
Augte Kleckhefer, world's champion
billiardlst, successfully
defended his title at Chicago, when he
former
defeated Robert Cannefax,
match,
champion, In their three-nigh- t
160 to 106 in 147 innings.
To decide the 1918 national gridiron
championship of the United States a
challenge was issued by the undefeat
ed Naval Auxiliary Reserve school
team of Chicago, to any university,
army or navy service eleven in the
country.
Cheyenne will hold Its twenty-seond Frontier celebration next July, it
is announced by the directors. The
earlier decision to abandon the 191$
celebration owing to prospects then in
dicating continuance of the war hat
been revoked.
The second annual convention ot
the Rocky Mountain Auto Trades Association, comprising eighteen sep
arate affiliated automobile bureaus,
not including civic and commercial as
sociations throughout Colorado, Wyo
ming and New Mexico, will be held in
Pueblo, Dec. 9 and 10.
The grand championship in the all- age field trials of the National Fox
Hunters' association was won at Columbia, Tenn., by Jack", owned by J,
W. Maur'n of Kentucky. Clem Shaver,
owned by K. L. Rays of West Virginia,
took second, and Phoebe, owned by
T. C. Long of Tennessee, won third,
three-cushio-
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patriotic

place-card- s

and the national

colors mingle with the regulation green
and red. Here are Uttla figures made
of crepe paper, representing America,
England and France. They are Hm
ply little pasteboard paper ylolls with
printed or painted faces, dressed np in
paper clothes and tiny paper hats. To
make the table complete, Belgium,
Italy and Serbia are to be represented,
Each little figure might bear a tiny
flag.
They are supported- by strips
of cardboard pasted to them at the
bark and are to be used for place
cards or merely for ornament
-

e.
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Silk Shopping Bag

("ffv
A larger figure of Santa Clans
also made of crepe paper with the help
of white cotton. It is built on a stick,
with wires attached for arms and legs.
On this frame a bo 1y of cotton is fashioned, wound to place with thread.
The head is a ball ot cotton covered
with pink crepe paper. The eyes are
painted on and cotton makes the eyebrows and beard. Red crepe paper
and cotton form the coat and hat
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Holiday Candle Shades
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Mora .county.
T. M. Tipton; of East Las Vegas,
wss reported wounded in the Cana
dian casualty list.
The sneak thief epidemic, which
broke out in Santa Fe several years
ago, seems again to be raging..
Frank Bartllsto, hn employ at the
Blossburg mine near Raton, met his
death while at work in the mine;
Myndus farmers are planning to go
In extensively the coming season tor
the planting ot long staple cotton.
Gilbert McNutt, of Albuquerque, and
Baker A. Phillips, of Clayton, are
among those reported wounded in the
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Hand'Knit Sweaters

Raton.

Street car service, which was dis
continued early In September, wUl bet
resumed and h Vegas win be giaa
to welcome it back. The cars have
been overhauled and repainted.:
Tender of the Mountalnair Sana
torium Association, through its secre
tary, of the entire property of the
company to the government free for
the use of the sick and disabled sol- -'
dlers, returning home, has been made.
In a letter made public at Santa Fe,
Governor-elec- t
o. A. Larrazolo an
nounces that "within a very few days"
he will call a conference
of stock
growers and farmers of the state to
consider .the conditions facing them
and their needs.
Rafael Vigil, owner of several sheep
and cattle herds In the vicinity of
Black Lake, near Raton, was killed
while on a return journey from an In
spection trip to one of the camps. He
was shot in the side with a small- -

:allber bullet.
The names of the following soldiers
from New Mexico appear in the list
ot casualties released by the War De- Rafael
partment for publication:
Whoever she Is, she will love this Maes, Peralta, wounded degree unde- shopping bag of taffeta silk with its termlned; Portion Petria, Belen, died
celluloid mountings, but lf .it matches of wounds; Benjamin Galleger, Plch- her street suit in cojor her Joy In It acho, wounded slightly:
will be complete. This one Is of navy
Jn designating Nov. 28 as Thanksgiv- blue taffeta lined with bright red taf ng Day, Governor'4, Lindsay said:
feta. "The celluloid mounting is of the 'During the period of the American
same red and so Is the long silk tasseL Revolutionary
War
eight special
The bag Is suspended by a strap of Thanksgiving Days were observed, in
the navy silk.
ecognition of signal victories by the
Colonial patriot army or In giving
COCOOOOCXX)OCOCOOCOCCOOCOQ 3 pen expression of gratitude to Divine
Providence for its wondrous deliver
ance from destructive defeat Our
A Gift
Him
nartyred and yet Immortal President
Lincoln first appointed the last Thurs- lay In November as Thanksgiving
Day. In this good year, 1918, the peo
ple of the state of New Mexico rejoice
!n greater cause for thanksgiving to
:he God of our fathers than ever yet
ias blessed His and their children.
A sudden
victorious peace haa been
conquered out of the world war, begun
by tyrants, to extend their system
jver all nations and all peoples.'- From
luch dire calamity, the Great God, our
King, has delivered us by His right- sous might, so that free government,
inder law, has been justified finally
ind how Is triumphant in the world.
Because of this Inestimable blessing
we are filled with gratitude."
Maj. C. M. Barber, of the First bat
A collar box, a bag tor brush and talion of the New Mexico Home
comb and a pad of shaving paper will Quard at Albuquerque, received infor
please one's men friends, whether they mation from Santa Fe that state offi
travel much or not ; but the traveler cials have appointed A. C. E. Von
will be thrice grateful for them. They Nyvenheim, inspector general of the
are made of heavy unbleached linen state Home Guard. He was given &
and embroidered with colored floss. commission of a colonel and will have
One might embroider a handsome leadquarters in Santa F4.
Frank Gallegos, accused of a statumonogram Instead of a flower design
on them and solve the difficult prob tory crime against a
girl,
lem of a gift for him.
has been taken to Roswell and placed
In jail there for safe keeping, follow
OXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)OOOCOOOOCOO
ing threats of violence which had
been made against him at Carrizozo.
mis action was taken following a
For Book'Lovers
preliminary hearing when his bond
-
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Book lovers will appreciate these
covered with tapestry and
lined with silk, and they are easy to
make.' Among office" furnishings the
One can gauge a deep affection with foundations of thin metal are to be
sweaters found. These, are first padded with
one of those smart hand-kni- t
that are worn by woman, lucky enough blotting paper glued to them then
to own them, everywhere. This one is the tapestry snd silk covering is sewed
made of turquoise blue zephyr with over them and finally a silk cord is
white bands at the wrists and across tacked about the edges. For a bedthe collar. They ate made In rose and room the covering might be of crewhite or In pale green or yellow with tonne. The pair shown here has a
i covering of tapestry In dark colors,
watt bam,
book-end- s,
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casualty lists.
Thomas L. Blankeny, of Hope, Eddy
county, Is reported killed In action in
Ths Vsry Name Jars en Him.
the list of casualties among the
"Cant yon find congenial workr
American soldiers abroad.
)
"lUdam, fo me no work Is eon
Confectioners and bakers in New
Boston Evening Transcript
genial."
Mexlcd have been granted a 60 per
cent increase In sugar allotments as
figured on a monthly average
The entire population of less than
200 people la the village of Baldy is
DYSFc'FSLV GO.'.'E
down with the influenza, according to
reports which have been received at

for

When Christmas comes all the candles, deserve to be dressed up with
new shades, and everyone is happy
when these are among the gifts that
the morning discloses. This year's
shades are mostly made of parchment.
painted with conventional flowers in
bright colors. Whoever can handle oil
colors and a brash is sure of pleasing
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Here Is a tent made of strong, un
bleached domestic bound with Ted
braid which will rejoice the heart of
the small boy. It is about eighteen
Inches long and Is set up on a frame
of wood that supports a small , rod
of wood at the front' and back. ' A
third rod forms the ridge-polFour
tape loops are stitched to each side
of the tent and slipped over tacks In
the sides of the supporting frame. A
little flag, a pair of paper soldiers' and
a wooden cannon, make up an outfit
that will launch a delighted little chap
on a military career a half minute
after he discovers
The tent is easy
to make and the soldiers are cut out
of printed paper.
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Agitation Is already under way to
revive the old project for a division of

In table decorations this year Santa
Olaoa will bean, from the midst of

tour-hou-
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The week of Dec. I to 7 has been
named as World Relief Week by Her
bert Hoover, food administrator of the
United States, and a spirited cam
paign is to be carried on during that
period In the Interests of food conser
vation.
Two thousand boilermakers at the
Alameda, Cel., plant of the Bethlehem
ShlDbuildlm
corporation struck for
payment on company time, a fortyGeneral
r
.
week, cessation of alleged
Cable communication between
diacrlmination against certain craftsmen and for improved sanitary condl- America and liberated Belgium has
been resumed.
tlons.
Reports of wholesale slaughter In
Eighty Villa followers, said to have
pogroms against Jews at Brsesko,
. oeen under command of General Hoiguln, attacked and set fire to Villa Gallcla, where cellars are reported
Ahumada, eighty miles south of Juar- filled with bodies and many Jews atei, after wrecking a southbound tempting flight have been shot down
freight train on the Mexican Central In the streets, were received in New
railway by explosives, according to York from Copenhagen by the Zionist
advices received at El Paso, Tex,
organization of America.
It is officially announced that Peru
In the presence of Sir Eric Qeddes,
first lord of the admiralty, twenty-eigh- t has withdrawn her consuls from Chile
u
sur as a result ot the renewal ot
more German
vian rioting in Iquique and Antofa-rendered at Harwich, England.
.
gasta.
Washington
Frederick W. Henshaw, former jus
The Supreme Court recessed for tice of the California Supreme Court,
Thanksgiving until Dec. 9.
issued a signed statement denying
Farmers have borrowed $189,378,000 charges he received a bribe of $410,from the twelve federal farm loan 000 in the famous will case of tin
banks since their organisation in James G. Fair estate and denying any
connection with an alleged "frame-up- "
March, 1917.
in
the San Francisco preparedness day
The treasury extended another credcases.
it to Belgium of $5,600,000, making to- Mooney bomb
A shipment of $3,000,000 in silver
tal loans to Belgium $198,120,000 and
bullion, the largest ever sent out from
a total for all allies of $8,184,676,666.
the United States assay office in New
News of the coup at Omsk by which York city, was started on its way to
Admiral Kolcbak virtually has become the secretary of state in Calcutta, In
forces is dia.
motor
dictator of the
It required twenty-fiv- e
regarded at the State Department as trucks to carry the metal on the first
another sign pointing to stabilisation stage of its long journey. The bulof the movement relied upon to regen- lion was obtained by the melting down
of the silver dollars held in reserve
erate Russia.
against the $1 silver certificates,
Theodore N. Vail, president of the which
are being retired by the Issuing
imerican Telegraph and Telephone of federal reserve notes. The silver
company, is to become the personal thus set free is being shipped to Inidviser of Postmaster General Burle- dia under an agreement with the Britson In the organisation of the tele- ish government, which is obliged to
phone, telegraph and cable systems pay the natives in India, In whatever
inder government control.
capacity they are employed, in bullion.
The greatest shipment of mall from
Naval estimates for 1920 have been
reduced $1,180,816,006 as the result of American soldiers In France ever rethe signing of the armistice, Seore-.ar- ceived, rip less than 4,500,000 letters,
arrived in New York on the French
McAdoo was informed by SecreThese letters, "to
tary Daniels. The original estimate liner Rochambeau.
in a war basis was $2,644,807,000 and the folks, back home," were forwarded to all parts of the United States
his has been reduced to $1,463,992,000.
First units of the American expedl-;lonar- on every mail train.
Hundreds ot soldiers, sailors and
forces to return from overseas
are expected to arrive In New York marines broke through a cordon of
about Nov. 30. General' March, chief police surrounding Madison Square
'
)f staff, announced that S82 officers Garden in New York and attacked Inand 6,614 men of the air service and ternational' Socialists, who had atther detachments training in England tended a mass meeting at which Bol
shevist doctrines were expounded.
tow are homeward bound.
,
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INSTANTLY
OR
ACID STCMAOHt.

RKLIIVIS SOUR,

OACSY

When meals hit back and you atom- ich la sour, add, gassy, or you feel full
ud bloated. When you have heavy
lumps of pain or headache from tne
rsstlon. Here la Instant relief I

A

Inst as soon as von eat a tablet
two of Pane's Dlapepstn all the dyX
pepsin, Indigestion and stomaoh distress ends. These pleasant harmless
tablets of Pspe's Diapepsln never fall
to make upset stomachs feel tins at
moe, and may cost very little at drug
Adr. .

'

Dressing.
Discussion of ths "sfter-the-wpe
rlod" la becoming more general, some
believing that It Is too early to predict
what effect victory will have on
women and their mode of living. One
coutomier predicts that the most dab- orate things will be made and women
should wear them as an expression of
victory. Banquets And receptions la
honor of foreign visitors snd our returning men will demand such clothes,
snd It Is really jap to the women to
heal their heartaches as, best they can
and lift the spirit of the country. The
English women neeo been- - doing this
for some time; they have avoided
mourning snd are creating as gay a
note aa possible In Londonv Womeu's
Wear.
ter-the-War"

.

ar

"Cllnles" the Fashion.
To bo np to data these days your
community should have an
cllnlc, the department of agriculture
suggests. Not ths amount you spend
sn clothes hut the amount you save
Is the criterion by which you are
judged In this year of need". The home
demonstration agents usually hold the
clinics, and old garments are brought
ripped and made over by the women
under their direction. This wool-eoserving campaign la Iowa is particularly strong.
es

s.

Cause for Isdwsss.
The Thrift Stamp Why so jealousl
The Rubber Stamp TH never grow
Into a War Stamp.

Thousands

of under-

nourished
people have
found "thai

;

r

.

$2,000.

Elbert w. Blancett, convicted of
killing hie motor companion, Clyde D.
Armour In the Qlorleta woods, wa
not hanged Nov. 15, when the reprieve
granted him by the governor expired
Blancett's attorney several daya ago
filed a writ of error In the State Su
preme Court which stays execution for
a period of sixty days to allow time
to perfect the appeal to the United
States Supreme Court. Blancett is
still in the state penitentiary and he
is reported to be in good health.
The secretary of war wired Gover
nor W. E. Lindsey to notify the may
ors and sheriffs throughout the state
that the War Department requests the
local authorities to do their utmost to
"clean up" on vice and bootlegging in
order to protect the men. in military
service.
Hugh K. Gale, Liberty,, was killed
In action In France. 'Rudolph O; Ash
backer, Ellda,' and Boyne Zumwalt
Mule Creek, are missing in' action

Henry
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William B. Mayor, of. AlbuquerqUi
were wounded in action.
.
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Tommy generally npllM that 1m did
act itop to figure it out when he wu

kit

-

One very

orerenthusl-astl- c

nice-lookin- g,

young thing, stopped at my bed
and Mktd, "What wounded 701 In the

CMtr
2a

i

.

bat

polite

bored

tone

I

an-

And for a week every time I passed
a patient he wouia .can, -- weu, wu,
here's the Tank. Hope yoa are feeling well, old top."
The surgeon la our wara wu mm
American, a Harvard unit man, named
frost We nicknamed him vacs
frost" He wu loved by all. HobTommy was to be cut up be had no
jection to undersong the operation If
"Jack frost" wu to wieio tne auue
Their confidence la him was pathetic.
Ha was the best sport I have ever met
One Saturday morning the commandant and some "high up" officers were
Inspecting the ward, when one of the
patients who had been wounded in the
head by a bit of shrapnel, fell on the
floor In a fit They brought him round,
and then looked for the ward orderly
to carry the patient back to his bed
at the other end of the ward. The or.be found like
derly wu nowhere tonever
are when
our policemen, they
needed. The officers were at a Ion
how to get Palmer Into his bed. Doctor Frost was fidgeting around in a
nervous manner, when suddenly with

,
swered, "A rifle bullet"
With ft look of disdain aht paieed
to the next bed, firtt ejaculating, "Oh I
Only ft bullet? I thought It was a
hell." Why ah should think shell
wound wfta more of a distinction beati
whole lot of
me, I dont see
ence myselt
The American Women's Wu
tat waa a heaven tor wounded men,
They wore allowed every privilege possible conducive with the rale and mill
tary discipline. The only fault wu
. ttyt the men's passes were restricted.
To get ft pass required an act of par
liament Tommy tried many tricks to
get out, but the commandant, an old
Boer war officer, wu wise to them all,
and It took a new ud clever raa to
snake him affix his signature to the
coveted slip of paper.
As soon as It would get dark many a
patient climbed over the wall and went
"on Ms own," regardless of many signs
.. staring him In the face, "Out of bounds
for patients." Generally the nurses
were looking the other way when one
of these night raids started. I hope
this Information will get none of them
rfnto trouble, but I cannot resist the
temptation to let the commandant
know that occasionally we put ltover
on him.
One afternoon I received a note,
through our underground channel, from
gay female visitor, asking me to attend
party at her house that night, u
answered that she could expect me and
to-- meet me at ft certain place on the
road well known by all patients, and
some visitors, as "over the wall." I
told her I would be on hand at seven-thirt,

f

n
I. sneaked my
About
overcoat and cap out of the ward snd
hid It In the bushes. Then I told the
nurse, particular friend of mine, that
X wu
going for a walk In the rose garden. She winked and I knew that everything wu ail right on her end.
Going out of the ward, I suppea into
the bushes and made for the wall. It
wu dark pitch ud I was groping
through the underbrush, when suddenly I stepped Into space and felt myself
rushing downward, a horrible bump,
When I came to my
ud blackness.
wounded shoulder was hurting horribly. I was lying against a circular
& wall of bricks, dripping with moisture,
aad far away I could hear the trickling
of water. I had In the darkness fallen
Into an old disused well. But why
want I wett According to all rules
I should have been drowned. Perhaps
'
"V
.
I" was and didn't know It
sudden
of
shock
my
stop
As the
gradually wore off It earns to me that
lying on a ledge aad that thee
lyn
isast movement on my part would
me to the bottom of the wall.
I struck a match. In its faint glare
circular
I saw .that I was- lying In a the
well
kale about twelve feet deep
Did bam filled In 1 .The dripping I had
heard came from water pipe over on
aof rifht
' With my woufcdea shoulder It was
1
Impossible to shinny up the pipe.
seven-fiftee-

.

.

u
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pre-etjitat-

-

amid not

veil

for

help, because

the

rescuer would want to know how the
uvMant hannened. ud I would "be
haled before the commandant on
targes. 1 justfcad te grin ud hear.
It, with the lonorn nope uuw
ftU returning night raiders would pas
aad I iould give him our usual signal
which would bring him
ea
tit iw rescue.
I csmld bear the
iverv half-hou-r
elojek in the vUlags strflto;. each stroke
.
bringing forth a mumea;,.voiiey or
ewses on the man wno naa aug
.Mslss-s-s-s,- H

At

i

wslL

After two hours I heard two

ttikinr in

I

low voices.

recognised

raid- Corporal Cook, an ardent "night
" Ha neara ml ise-a-a-i
Mibt, to the edxe of the hole. I
plained my predicament and amidata lot
the
of Impertinent remarks, which
ttdae I did not resent, I wu soon fished
-s-

u

Taking off our boots, we eneaked Into
the ward. I wu, sitting on my bed In
the dark, Just starting to undress,
the man next to ms, "Ginger"
Philips, whispered, "'Op It Tank, 'ere
coatee the matron,'
( Immediately got under the covers
sad! feigned sleep. The matron stood
nurse
talking In low tonw to the night
.
fell
I
asleep.
ag-tfffc.n 1 awoke In .the morning the
nlcSt sister an American, was bending
m. An awful sight met my eyas.
on. the bed and the sheets
coverlet
Tt
wno a mau 01 mm uu
a--if
waa a cood sport all right, and
hustled te get dean clothes and sheets
so'that no one would get wise, but "on
he own" shs gave me a good tongue
hut did not report me. One of
i..ln
wl
la the ward described
Jake of a ool'(f
"a
being
her
:

r

r.niini
u

Kmrt uttins day I bad an awful
mm Tnuininc to my visitor why

taO pot met her

at- -

the

ffSXT

hr
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And That,

Fl::sa, Is

If Ycu
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the Liberty loan line. And when her turn
bond th bit of paper thrilled her CIVI CALIFORNIA SYRUP
AT ONCE IF BILIOUS
waa
to win the war. She was no slacker,
she
helping
with personal Jubilations
CONSTIPATED.
to stand back and defend her own in

b Frcsco

rTAEHINGTONShe stood
came to subscribe to a

In

fifty-doll-

ar

OP PICS
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terests with her drawn salary In her

special operation, there are always hand. She was a regular Tank, shedn willing to give some a leg
ding her dollars as the boys were
necessary to save some mangled mate shedding their blood, That money
from being crippled for life. More meant
ft whole lot a woman can find
than one maa will go through life with so
uses for 50 these days
many
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Pleasant

Sunday

Look at the tongue, mother l xt
coated, lt Is a sure sign that your little one's stomach, liver and bowels
needs a gentle, thorough cleansing at
once.
When oeevlsh, cross, listless, pais,
doesn't sleep, doesn't eat or act natu- rally, or Is feverish, stomach sour,
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diarrhoea, full of cold, give a
teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
Figs," and in a few hours ail tne 10m,
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constipated
and sour bile gently moves out of the
little, bowels without griping, and you
have a well, playful child again.
Tou needn't coax sick children to
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Relishes and Condiment

Nearly newrjin
first class con- 1 Dill Pickleo in bulk or in cans Heinze brand
dition, model'iil
A choice relish with meats
,
'I.
price.!:;
bargain
Inquire

PLAYER, ROLLG

Here is the player music

L. G. Shanklin, Hardware and Furniture

Holiday Announcement

Married,
by Rev.

Store

in Post Office Building

New Goal Price
government

orders coal

will

over 4 inch

coal,

screen.

KETNER S
The home of high class groceries

Make Our Store

There was a Thanksgiving
service at the Methodist church
on Thursday morning which was
well attended, as practically every business house in theeity was
closed for the day.

New Mexico Produce

Company
intummimninuiMmnHaraiimiimitttur

Everything on the market in the line
of the best relishes.

J. Ft. Willis has purchased the
Walker photograph studio and
business assuming proprietorship
Wednesday of this week. vMr.
Willis has had considerable . experience in photography, including motion pictures and has
studied art in the east His
many friends wish him the beet
of success in his new undertaking, hire. Walker expects to reside in California.

sell at
$9.00 for 3000 lbs.
We sell only Gibson pure
lump

Heinze Chile Sauce, Chow Chow, Pickles
in Mustard, Choice Vinegar,
red and white

Wednesday evening
Berton, Miss Martha

;

Park Sellard,

Because of

Headquarters
We are receiving daily many new items of
much interest in the way of ) wearing apparel
for ladies. Note a fevv items named BSlow,

m.r.
itv a xt rvmrM
ifM
nuuux uiarLAi
.

The finest line of Holiday goods

we have carried in
'

stock is now being displayed at our store.

1

Take

shopping early, we have a large variety of goods from
which to make selections: The prices are remarkably
low, following the well known policy of this store,
C. Penney Co.
v;v-- vj.
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as good as bread can be made

Delicto cream bread, Pullman
loaf, rye and graham bread
o

For Xmas
Sets, Scarfs- et&

..

'

--
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.
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.

car balxery
..

LarFeE&e
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Dathrcom Cot3
A

very pretty assortment of Towel sets in dainty color combinations.
These are very moderately priced, at from 1.00

"to

2:25

the

set

AT SPECIAL PIUSES

Be

Everyfthinrj rtcsd to eat at

to 40.00

We are receiving for the Holiday trade a nice- - assortment of
fancy
Linens, not' an extensive stock; but a very pretty line including
a number of Madeira hand embroidered Luncheon

II
fa

;

nice assortment of Ladies' Cloth and Plush Coats, fur trimmed, in
.
black, also colors. These coats are specially priced

at 22.50

1

S

?l

Hj

Ladies' Ccata
A

O

Our bread

ShirtwafctJ

-

new express shipment of dainty Georgettes waists in pretty soft
shades, neatly trimmed. They are priced at from 6.50 to 11.50 -
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Heinze's India Relish, Sweet and Sour Pickles
Olives, pldin, stuffed, ripe and green

Mrs. Palmer Ketner to Arthur J..
lh.e young couple
Lindsey.
have the best wishes of their.
'
friends for a happy life.
Coyote Trapping Starts Dec. 15.
The deadly coyote is about to
meet his Waterloo. The government has decided to send $me
experts trappers into McKinley
county to go after the coyotes.
Many thousands of sheep are
lost every year on account of
coyotes, anj the loss would run
into thousands of dollars a year.
Thru the effiorts of the County
Agricultural Agent this county
was placed in the district to be
worked this winter, and the
trappers are to start about December 15. Local trappers are
asked to help out in getting rid
of this pest whkh is doing so
much damage. The furs bring
a neat sum and it will pay any
trapper to spend his time at it
this" winter.

.

E.

i

i;

Ketner, daughter of Mr. and

arriving

Do your
is exceptionally complete this year.
it
"
Xmas shopping early and get the benefit of a
large selection.
My stock comprises many very
beautiil gems, pieces of jewelry and novelties
and many desirable useful articles.
Look my stock
find
will
over, you
just what you will want to send
the "Boy Over There" in the victorious army or in
the camps in this country and for the friends and
"
relatives at home.

.

r

All persons knowing hera- selves to be indebteded to' fhe
Gallup Cold Storage Co. aryl requested to pay their accounts
without delay to Mr. Blackwell
at the office of the Citizens ft'ght
Power and Telephone Co. ;

patriotism and inspires better service
and greater sacrifices for our country.

is

Herald Office

notice

that stirs the mood, instills

My stock of Xmas goods

at"

sure

to

see the Dresses, Suits' and Skirts for. ladies that we are
offering as a clean-u- p at very attractive prices.

Yours to Serve

GORDPN DRY GOODS CO.

1

